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PREFACE
This volume contans collected papers from the 1989 meeting of the Marne Instrumentation
Panel (MIP) covering aspets of competitiveness in the marne electronics instrumentation

industry. Topics addressed at the meeting had been identified largely at the previous yea's MIP
. meeting; presentations were by invitation. The 1989 meeting was convened at Woos Hole,
Massachusetts, from September 12-14. A complete agenda as well as the attendance list are
given in appendices I and II. As evidence by their absence from this volume, a few papers

were regarded as inappropriate for publication by their authors.

Deliberations of the Panel are an integral par of our program, Developing a National Marine
Electronics Agenda, which aims to develop a prescriptive set of recommendations to help
invigorate and strengthen the marne electronics industr. Our interest in this industry stems
from the fact that it supplies products to the oceaographic (aquatic) reseach and monitoring
community; acts as a conduit through which instrments developed by ocea scientists and
engineers are commercialized; and constitutes a significat economic factor in pars of the United
States and other nations.

Our program is funded through the Offce of NOAA Corps Oprations and organized through
the Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corpration (MCEC). MCEC is a parnership program
linking government, academia, and the private setor in joint programs whose vitaity springs
from the collaboration. Our program has included parcipation by three academic/reseach

institutions: The Oceaic Institute (Hawaii); Florida State University; and the Woos Hole
and government comes through the Marne
Oceaographic Institution. Parcipation by industry
Instrmentation Panel at events such as this conference, and through review of written program
products.

Papers in these proceeings were compiled and edited by Ms. Krstina Lindborg, who was
enlisted specificaly for this task. Ms. Theresa McKee, a Reseach Assistat at the WHOI
Marne Policy Center provided crucial help in organizing the conference and finalizing the
camera ready draft, including editorial work and graphics.

Artur Gaines

Program Manager

Marne Policy Center
Woos Hole Oceaographic Institution
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ABSTRACT

Thirteen short papers address aspets of competitiveness in the marne electronics instrmentation
industr. Topics include activity and status of government initiatives in Japan and Europe to

promote ths industr; and the possible role of federa-state collaboration in the U.S. Papers
address technology transfer between resech institutions and the commercial setor; the role of
"strtegic alances" in ths process; and the "dual-use" concept in effective technology

development and commercialzation. Other papers address electronic technology applications in
speific mare areas, such as the use and implications of the COMSA T mobile satellte

of taer operations; and

communication infrstrcture; electronic chars and saety

instrmentation applications in aquaculture and environmenta monitoring.
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Developing a National Marie Electronics Agenda
Gar Glenn

Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corpration

Background

The proposa to the National Oceaic and Atmospheric Administrtion (NOAA) to create ths
project, entitled, Developing a Natonal Marine Electronics Agend, was submitted in final form
just over two yeas ago. The fial proposa was the fifth drat we had submitted. The problem

was apparently a conceptual gap between the questions we wanted to ask and NOAA's nee for

some operational speificity. We, as the proposers, had what amounted to a seuence of
questions marks and unknowns. We knew that our central questions al revolved around issues
of competitiveness.

For instace, why could some setors of the U.S. economy compete successfully with foreign

commercial interests whie others could not? Why did technologies originaly develope with
strong U.S. government financial involvement so often end up benefitting!1 U.S. companes?
And, what was the proper balance to be strck between governmenta, private, international
seurity, and other interests?

NOAA, on the other hand, wanted more than just open questions. It also wanted an indication
of what direction would be taen, what data would be collected, and where the whole enterprise
was headed. We finaly managed to compromise on a project description that had a goo dea

of speificity in terms of method but also alowed the varous investigators wide latitude to
follow the logica outcomes of their resech.

The core of the proposa to NOAA ca be summarzed as follows:
The project described in this proposal is designed to assess the competitive position of

the U.S.

marine instruentation industry in order to obtain empirical baseline data required for
preparation of policy guidelines relevan to increasing the competitiveness of the United States

in the worldwide marine instruentaton market.

Our concern on the specific level was to identify factors and circumstaces in the marne
. electronics industr which related to the competitive status of the U. S. industr. On a broader
level, we also hope to determine the extent that this industr could be used as a rea world cae

study to trce the affects of the many factors influencing U.S. industrial competitiveness in the
world economy -- espeially toward the close of the 20th century.
1

During the two yeas we have been at this task, other relevant activities, some parallel and some
tagential, have also been underway. I would like to mention three activities that directly relate
to the current study.

First, one of the most significat recent actions by the federal government has been the passage
of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. This legislation contans over 400
setions, divided into ten major titles. It fills 149 pages in the Congressional Record and another
156 pages of Explanatory Comments. A quick review of these titles wil demonstrate the scope
of the legislation and its relevance to our current task.
Title I deas with "Trade, Customs and Tarff Laws, " and contans several subsections of interest
to our deliberations in this project. Subtitle C contans legislation relating to "unfair international
trade practices," and Sections 1303, 1305, and 1306 all taget Japan as a potential violator of
goo trade relations. Subtitle C also contans legislation concerning the protection of intellectual

property rights. Title II focuses on "Export Enhancement" and contans 71 setions which dea
with everything from support for the Overses Private Investment Corporation and negotiations
with COCOM to sactions against Toshiba and Kongsberg. Title III deas with "International
Financial Policy" and includes a. number of setions of importce to current and perspective
exporters.

Section IV covers "Agricultural Trade" and includes some legislation of interest to U.S.

aquaculture interests, espeially in terms of establishing precedents for certn policy
formulations. Title V deas with both foreign corrpt practices and what is generically called
"investment and technology." Under this rubric, the Act broadens and redefines the National
Institute for Stadards and Technology (out of the old National Bureau of Stadards) and
establishes a number of technology related programs and policies. Subtitle C of Title V is the
"Competitiveness Policy Council Act," and Subtitle D is the "Federal Budget Competitiveness
Impact Statement, " which in turn has two pars -- the National Trade Data Bank (par I) and the

requirement for competitiveness impact statements (par II).
Each of the other titles contans at least some legislation of interest to us: Title VI is "Education
and Training for America Competitiveness." Title VII is the "Buy American Act of 1988."

Title VIII is "Small Business." Title IX is "Patents." Title X is "Ocea and Air
Transporttion" .
Neeless to say, given the objectives of our project to "develop a national marne electronics

agenda," our deliberation wil be enhanced by a thorough understading of the Omnibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act.

Second, in the past yea there has been a major outpuring of books, arcles, essays, and
miscellaneous writings on varous aspets of competitiveness. One of the most influential has
been, "Made in America: Regaining the Competitive Edge," prepared by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Commission on Industrial Productivity. In testimony before Congress
in May of 1989, four authors of the book told the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
2

Resources that their study indicated six principal across-the-board weaesses in major U.S.

industries -- most of which appe to afflct the marne electronics industry as well.
As a result, the Commission recommended five "imperatives" to restore U.S. competitiveness.
These include cultivating anew, economic citizenship through more extensive worker training

and paricipation in firms, and leaing to live more effectively in a world economy. The
Commission also recommended a series of speific policy steps, such as rebuilding the nation's
technologica infrastructure and makng a major commitment to improve education at all

levels,

with speial emphasis on grades Kindergaren through 12.

It is clea from a review of "Made in America" and many other writings on the subject that
certn themes are universa. The problem then is how to make the importce of this issue
more apparent next to the many other priority issues competing for attention at the state and
national
levels.

Third, there is a sentiment in Congress and in the home distrcts of many Congressmen that
favors increase government involvement in trade issues and support for 'Buy American'

policies. The House of Representatives bil authorizing $310 milion for the Martime
Administrtion requires purchase of U. S. manufactured goos if the cost differential is no greater
than 6 percent. There is a moo for action in Congress -- regardless of what that action might
be. There are currently five major bils pending in Congress that dea with the varous aspects

of competitive positioning. The "National Cooperative Innovation and Commercializtion Act"
would faciltate joint production, distrbution, and marketing activities of U.S. firms by relaxing
antitrst laws. It would also establish a procedure by which the Deparment of Justice and the

Federal Trade Commission, in consultation with the Deparment of Commerce, could review
propose joint ventures. If the agencies were to approve a venture, the parcipating firms would
be relieved of all potential civil and criminal penalties for activities performed within the scope
of the agreement.
Similarly, "The Cooperative Productivity and Competitiveness Act" would amend the National
Cooperative Resech Act of 1989 by allowing joint production of products, processes, and or
services.

Overal, U.S. business practices are being examined much more closely. It has been widely
reported that in the ealy 1980's, U.S. chip manufacturers such as Intel, Motorola, National, and
Zilog license their microprocssor technology to Japanese companies in order to seure short

term financing, without negotiating any reciproc exchange of tehnology. This short-sighted

action boomeranged when the intellectual propert was use by the Japanese companies to
capture market share.

More recntly, NeXT Computer accepte $100 millon from Canon for 16.7% equity, and
virtually every major U.S. computer manufacturer (the list includes Hewlett Packad, TI, Cray,
Tandy, Sun and Maxtor) either has entered into joint deas, or is now negotiating such a dea.
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There is currently a major debate raging over so-called strategic alliances, which allow individual

companies to make their own deas, versus "industral base protection" (support by technohawks.) The effort by Fujitsu to buy Fairchild was thought to be too great a threat, but many
other such deas are pending. One very controversial dea involved the sae by Atlantic Richfield
of its photovoltacs (PV) subsidiar, Arco Solar, to Siemens AG of West Germany. Arco Solar
has received millons of federal dollars for PV resech and is the leading U.S. PV company.
Major breahroughs have occurred in PV technology in the past yea and many applications are
opening up for PV devices. However, the U.S. funded technology is now German owned.
There are many parallels between the PV situation and marne electronics and instrumentation

companies that may be purchase by foreign companies after reciving major amounts of federal
funding, or where technology finds its way into foreign hands in other ways.
The point is that significat pars of the competitiveness problem are reciving close attention

in Washington, and legislation is being drafted, written, debated -- and in some cases passed -which is designed to dea with varous pars of the whole dilemma. What we might hope for is
a coordinated, cohesive, and continuing set of policies rather than short-term, ad hoc solutions

that address only a fraction of the problem.

Summar
In summar, it sems to me there are some basic questions we nee to keep asking. In policy
terms, there wil be some kind of answer eventually, becuse even inaction has its consequences.

The first basic question has to do with defining the relationship between the milita and the
private sector. As "Determining the Structure of the United States Marne Instrmentation

Industr and its Position in the World Industr," (produce by this project) points out, the
milta plays a major role in marne electronics -- from funding resech to identifying products
to procuring products and services. That amounts to about three quarers of the $3 bilion U.S.

market for marne instrments. Given the milta's primar role- as the protector of national
seurity and its sendar but growing role as the promoter of U.S. economic strength, the

question then is, what affect does this have on the development and purchase of marne
instrmentation? Can any level of seurity be sacrifice for ecnomic and commercial gains?

If so, who decides, and on what basis?
The seond question repets the first, excepting that it applies speificaly to the scientific
community. According to the "Chronicle of Hig~er Education," the United States wil pay 50

percent of the $450 milion cost of the World Ocea Circulation Experiment (WOCE). The
same arcle states that "thousads of scientific instruments wil be deployed in WOCE." We can

also add to that list the Tropica Oc and Global Atmosphere and the United States Global
Change Resech experiments.

Do U.S. companies get 50 percent of the market? Should they? Are U.S. scientists wiling to

give up any level of accuracy in order to 'Buy America'? Do U.S. scientists have any
4

obligation to work with U.S. companies to develop new instrmentation?
Do U.S. government funding sources that support scientific resech have any such obligations?
Merely raising these questions is heresy in some quarers, but many foreign countres demand
exactly these sorts of relationships between government and the scientific community.
Finally, you may ask, what does all this have to do with Developing a National Marine

seking must be develope within a

Electronics Agend? I would reply that the agenda we are

context of the economic and politica reaities we live in. There is currently great flux in the
relations within the U.S. economic strcture and the varous institutions of government. For

those of us interested in marne electronics, there is a great challenge and a rea opportunity to
make a difference. A chance to inform policy with facts and reasoned approaches, rather than
just slogans. We have already made an outstading beginning.
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The Inuence of Japanes Industrial Targeting and Trade Policy on the Markets for
Marine Electronic Inruments
James M. Broadus

Marne Policy Center
Woos Hole Oceaographic Institution

Background
In Broadus et al. (1988), we presented a broad overview of the organization of firms and

industrial networks through which products in the field of marne electronic instrmentation

(MEI) are marketed. The resech that went into the preparation of that report has been
continued with, among other things, an emphasis on tehnologica histories. These histories (or
"case studies") have been directed at determining the origins of reseach and development (R&D)
activities, identifying the sources of resech sponsorship, and understading the meas by which
funding for technologica development has crossed the boundares of end user setors.

In addition to the technology histories, we have begun to analyze technology transfer among
private, nonprofit, and public setors in this field (Kte-Powell and Hoagland, in this volume)
and the role of foreign governments in the promotion of their own MEI industres. Elsewhere
in this volume, Hoagland and Kite-Powell report on the preliminar results of their fact-finding
mission to six Europe countres and the Commission of the Europe Communities. We were
unable to conduct a similar mission to Japan this summer. However, we are able to outline some
of the technological developments that currently are tang place in the MEI field in Japan and
to identify some of the major issues facing U.S. industry there.
Japanese government involvement in the MEI field, as in other advanced technology fields, can

be divided into two elements (ACTPN, 1989; Heaton, 1988). The first is government
involvement in the resech endeavor, espeially through its "intertwined", but coordinated
relationship with the industral establishment, the "tageting" of broad-scale reseach opportuni-

ties, and the direct sponsorship of R&D, product development, and marketing. The second
element is trade policy.
Japanese Government Reseach and MEI R&D Targets

In the MEI field, the high-volume, low-margin consumer electronics markets have been most
subject to Japanese competition. Consumer electronics is the kind of market in which the
Japanese excel -- it's the paradigm of Japanese international competitiveness. (U.S.
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manufacturers look for very speific high volume niches for their survival in that industry.)
We have not identified any initiatives in Japan that portend increased efforts by its government
in the marne consumer electronics industry. However, there is some reason to believe that the
Japanese government has begun to taget the ocographic and environmenta monitoring
instrmentation setor through government-sponsored R&D efforts. This may be parcularly

technologies, becuse this is not the typical mass
market toward which most Japanese government support has been tageted in the past.

troubling for U.S. manufacturers of these

In the defense and milta systems setor, there is mixed news. We expet to se increased
competition from the Japanese in terms of components included in western defense systems. It

is conceivable that there may be some market opportunities for U.S. vendors as Japan expands
its parcipation in the western alliance antisubmarne warare (ASW) efforts (although this is a
sensitive area not usually taked about openly).

The principal sponsor of marne technology development efforts in Japan is the Science and
Technology Agency (STA), parcularly through its subsidiar body, the Japan Marine Science
and Technology Center (JAMSTEC) (Okamura, 1987; Saeki, 1984). Table 2 in Hoagland and
Kite-Powell's paper gives a general impression of the size of funding for ocographic resech

in Japan (and compares it to the levels of other countres). STA is the primar sponsor of a
number ofMEI-relevant projects that include the parcipation and paral sponsorship of Japanese

industral corprations (STA, 1987). These projects are wort describing:
1. The Japanese are at the cutting-edge of marne submergence technology. JAMSTEC has

operating experience with its own 200m capable deep diving manned submersible and
has just taen delivery of its "world class" 6500m deep diving submersible, the Shinka
6500. This submersible wil be equippe with the capabilty for sending television signals
acousticaly.
2. JAMSTEC has constrcted and successfully operate a 300m remotely operate vehicle
(ROV), the Dolphin 3-K. Beginning in 1992, R&D efforts are planned for a 10,OOm

capable ROV. The development and manufacturig budget for this ROV has been
estimated at $20 milion.
3. JAMSTEC is involved in several instrmentation projects as components in the design of

a much larger "marne environmenta control system." These include marne remote
sensing tehnologies, relate parcularly to eaquake prediction, and geologic and

seismic sensors.
4. There are several interagency projects, including one directed at the development of new

ocographic instrumentation for exploitation of the Japanese EEZ (Chijiya and
Odamak, 1988). These include fast collection and procssing systems for oc data and

oc "condition" observational instruments. Among the speific instrument typs are
composite optica sensors for sewater analysis, a ship-mounted acoustic doppler current
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profier, an ocea acoustic tomography system, and aD "intellgent" sonar system for the

measurement of ocic fish and plankton populations. This line of resech has been
postpned but may resume in the future.

In addition to JAMSTEC, MEI technologies are under development or are being sponsored by
these
several other government resech institutions (Westwoo, 1989). Detaled descriptions of
institutions ca be found in ST A (1988). Among these, the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (Mm) has a number of projects involving deep se minerals and offshore oil and gas
development. However, the Japanese industr has suffered the same kind of downturn in the
ocs setor as the U.S. industr. MITI's deep sebed mining project, one of its tageted
national

large-scae R&D efforts, was initially planned as a nine yea, $100 milion large-scale
level after the third

project to sta in 1981. Funding droppe to roughly one third of the initial

or fourth yea and has never been increase. The project is now approaching its terminus.

The Martime Safety Agency (MSA) (locted in the Ministr of Transporttion) wil become a
major player in ocea instrmentation. MSA's Oc Surveys Division and Coasta Surveys and

Photography Division are responsible for integrated marne survey and reseach for bathymetric

charng and marne surveys. MSA is heavily involved in the development of instrmentation
to serve its missions. These technologies include GPS and interactive editing systems for nautical
chars. Other government agencies include the Japan Weather Association (drift buoys for wave

observation); the National Reseach Institute of Fisheries Engineering (echo sounders and sonar
for fisheries resource surveys; physica oceaographic sensors); the Geological Survey QÍ Japan
(ocea thermal energy conversion reseach); the National Reseach Institute for Pollution and

Resources (manganese nodule recovery system reseach); the Ship Reseach Institute (integrated
navigation systems; arificial intellgence); the Port and Harbor Reseach Institute (a "walking
robot" for underse observation); the Geographical Survey Institute (hydrology and coasta se

mapping). The major marne trade association, the Japan Oc Industries Association, is not
involved in oc instrmentation development, although it does sponsor reseach in offshore oil
and gas production and pollution control technologies (JOIA, 1987).
Japanese Trade Policies
There are two primar strategies that ca be employed by the Japanese to shift the competitive

advantage in their favor (ACTPN, 1989). One strategy involves the imposition of taffs and
quotas that ca act to shut down home markets. The other strategy involves so-called "invisible"
barers to trde, and these may be the most importt to U.S. manufacturers in the MEI field.
In Table i, relative average taff levels in the United States are compared with those in the

Europe Community countres and Japan for raw materials, semi-manufactures, and finished
manufactured goos (Balassa and Michalopoulos, 1986). Notably, Japanese taffs realy are not

out-of-line with those in the United States. In fact, these data do not reflect reforms that have
been instituted in Japan during the past yea that actually have the effect of lowering taff

barers in Japan.
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Table 1: Relative Average Tarff Levels

(% Ad Valorem)

RAW MATERIALS

SEMI-MANUFACTURE
FINISHED MANUFACTURE

USA

EC

0.2
3.0
5.7

0.2
4.2
6.9

.JAPAN

0.5
4.6
6.0

Source: Baassa and Michalopoulos (1986)

However, as shown in Table 2, the degree of speialization in Japanese industr is not nealy as
high as in other countres. Lawrence (1987) measures the degree of speialization using an

"intra-industr manufacturing trade index." Using 1980 data from 94 industres, the index is a
weighted measure of the balance between exports and imports across those industres. In effect,

the index measures the extent to which there is an export-import balance within a countr's

industres. For Canada, Finland, Frace, West Germany, Itay, Norway, the United Kingdom,

and the United States, the index is between roughly 0.5 to 0.8. This indicates a higher exportimport balance within industres in these countries in comparson to Japan with an index of 0.25.
What this meas is that, within Japanese industres, there is a lot of exportng, but this is not
accompanied by importng from abroad. These industres are supplied with components or other
supplies manufactured in Japan. The primar implication of this kind of analysis is that trade
barers may exist.
Table 2: Intra-Industr Manufacturing Trade

Indices, 1980
(94 Industries)

0.68
0.49
0.82
0.66
0.61
0.25
0.51
0.78
0.60

CANADA
FINLAND
FRANCE
FRG
ITALY
.JAPAN
NORWAY
UK
USA
Source: Lawrence (1987)

In Japan, there is a distinct preference for Japanese goos and services. Baassa and Noland

(fortcoming) have found that, base upon national attrbutes, a model of import penetration in
9

manufacturing would predict between 25 to 40 percent more imports than what is currently
observed in Japan. Much of this effect may be attributed to the fact that the Japanese have been
tremendous savers. Until the last few yeas, Japanese ta laws nave systematically encouraged

personal savings (eaings on these accounts were ta exempt). But these laws have changed
recntly, and we ca begin to se a more consumer-oriente economy in Japan, with a narowing

difference between the relatively high savings rate in Japan and the much lower rate in the
United States.

What about the invisible barers? The most significat one probably is "administrtive. II It
emerges from the intimate relationship between the governmenta agencies and the industrial

organizations in Japan. It implies that the government officials tell (prhaps informally) Japanese
companies whether or not to import and from which Japanese companies to purchase supplies.
This is just another manifestation of governmenta economic cordination.

Stadards testing and certification is another area in which there have been complaints about
Japanese practice. The stadards required by the Japanese for imported products are not always

clealy ariculated, and frequently they are written in such a way as to appe to favor Japanese
products and to "lock-out" U.S. products. Invisible barers tend to crop up in public

procurement as well. Such barers involve the use of single tenders, short bid times, complex
qualifying

procures, and a general lack of transparency in the procurement procss.

Furthermore, in Japan there is a systematic "defense" of depresse industres. Among these is

included the shipbuilding industr, and electronics instrmentation for ships may be favored
through support for this industr.

Two more invisible barers are importt to mention. One concerns the lag between invention

disclosure and patent issuance. In Japan this period averages about six yeas (compared with two
in the Unite States). Thus there is concern that the longer lag period leads to imitation and

quasi-infringement of technologies develope outside Japan.

Finally, the complexity of distrbution channels may have a significat effect on the extent to
which U.S. products ca compete in Japanese markets. Baassa and Noland (fortcoming) have
explained that:

Commercial practices, many unique only to Japan, ha severely inhibited the abilty of
companies wishing to enlarge their share of

the market. For example, it is virtually impossible

to sell to Japan without having an affliated company doing the marketing and distribution...the
structure of Japan's distribution network is a major impediment to our exporters gaining a fair
share of the market. The distribution network is so complex tha the imported product becomes

very expensive by the time it reaches the consumer.
Conclusion
It is importt to point out a trend in Japan concerning the decline in the strength and depth of

the market faced by marne tehnologies. In order to fill a gap in the market, the Japanese have
10

tageted "fallbacks". These are coasta development projects, including airprts and urban

developments in the nea-shore zone. These projects are primarly civil engineering and not
related to the development of high-tech instrmentation. Thus they wil not necssaly present
an opportunity for the sae of U.S. MEI manufactures. But neither wil they necssaly result
in the development of instruments to compete with U.S. manufactures.
In the Unite States,

there has been a tendency to view the Japanese style of government-industr

coordination as a guarantee of succss. But this is not necssaly the case. Using the Japanese
deep sebed mining large-sce project as an example, R&D tagets are not immune to worldwide

economic conditions. Moreover, there are indications in this field that tageting and invisible
barers are necssa for the Japanese to build up tehnologica capabilties. (A recnt Japanese

government RFP for sebeam tehnology appes to have been wired speificaly for a Japanese
company with no production history in this technology.) Thus U.S. firms still may have
technologica advantages in many areas.
There exist constitutional barers to the sae of defense technologies, such as ASW systems,
which may give U.S. firms a competitive advantage in international defense markets. The
resilence of this advantage is subject to question, however.
Finally, many of the success stories head from U.S. firms about penetration into the Japanese
market almost always concern either an affiliation with a Japanese firm (to circumvent problems
with distrbution channels) or a case where the U.S. product mimics existing Japanese products
(to comply with the strong preference of Japanese consumers for Japanese products). We hope
to examine these conclusions in greater depth during a series of interviews with Japanese

government and industry officials in the nea .future.
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The Advanced Marine Electronics Inrumentation Industry and the European Market:

Governent Policies and International Competitivenes1

Porter Hoagland III and Hauke L. Kite-Powell
Marne Policy Center
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Abstract
Here we present the preliminar results of a series of 39 interviews with government officials
industr representatives in seven Europe countres concerning the influence of national and
and

international government policies on the nature and development of the Europe marne
electronic instrmentation (MI) markets. We describe the importce of the mare setor to

Europe countres producing MEI tehnologies. Using some very restrictive assumptions, we
estimate the size of the MEI market in Europe (about $1.2 bilion in 1987) to be roughly half
the size of the U.S. market. Europe institutions are undergoing rapid .changes, including
recnt increased emphasis on collaborative "technology trsfer" type resech efforts across

setors (following the U.S. lead) and across national borders. We expet broadly defined
marne markets to grow in Europe, thereby having a positive effect on the markets for marne

electronics. But the extent to which U.S. firms ca continue to parcipate and maitan their
position in the markets for MEI products and services in Europe remains unanswered. The best
policy for U.S. firms may well be one of cautious optimism and close attention to the potential

for strategic alliances with established and emerging Europe firms.
Introduction

Already, the Europe storm has begun to brew. The restrcturing of its defense electronics
industr is one tocsin for the world outside Europe. Before it passes, we ca only speulate on

the reaangement of the economic and politica strctures that wil ocur. Beause there wil
1 Presented at the meeting of the Marne Instrmentation.Panel, Woos Hole Oceaographic
Institution, Woos Hole, Massachusetts, 12 September 1989. We thank Jim Broadus and Artur
Gaines for their assistace in organizing and planning this resech. Funding was provided by
the Marne Policy Center of the Woos Hole Oceaographic Institution and The National Ocea

Service/NOAA through a grat to the Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corpration, grant
No. NA87-AA-D-MOO37.
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be both winners and losers from the integration of the "common market," cries only of alarm
sem premature.2 But whenever the "old world" threatens institutional innovation, it
behooves the "new" to proc with vigilance and understading.
perhaps

In August of 1989, the General Electrc Company PLC (GEC) of Great Britan and Siemens AG
of West Germany made a final "sweetened" tender offer of over $3 bilion to purchase their
rival, the British defense and electronics concern, Plessey Company. The offer culminated a five
yea hostile taeover battle initiated by GEC. Later that month, the French defense electronics

giant Thomson CSF announce its planned acquisition of the defense electronics assets of N. V.
Philps, the major Dutch electronics concern. Beuse Europe defense ministries trditionally
have been loathe to approve foreign taeovers of defense contrctors, the Plessey taeover and
the Philps acquisitions are watersheds.

These events are importt more for their symbolism than their economic significance. They are
representative of an envisaged "new" Europe--one in which consolidation and restrcturing in
fundamenta industral sectors is expeted to lead to enhance economies of scale and improved
international competitiveness. These events demonstrate conclusively that Europe governments
are ready to begin "liberalizing" .their public procurement procss, at least within the common

market. It is significant too that these governments perceive savings through the concentration

of an industr in which "buy national" procurement policies are permitted under the GATT
3 As Europe acclerates its own unification, we can
multinational trade negotiation process.

expet to se similar events in other industral setors. Here we examine the implications of the

integration of Europe for one such setor: advanced marne electronics.
Although we draw upon examples from the advance marne technology field, our topic is of
wider significace. The public policy issues we describe are identica to those faced by firms
in any advance technology sector (although perhaps their relative weights may differ). As is

2 At a July 1989 meeting of the America Defense Preparedness Association, an industry
group, a U.S. Deparment of

Commerce official caled for America defense firms to "scramble"

if they were interested parcipating in the Europe common market before Januar 1993

(NT, 1989).
3 The economic significance of this restructuring is extremely uncertn, and the symbolic

effect may be of greater importce. However, a study sponsored by the Europe Community
(EC) estimated that in 1984 alone two-thirds of a 6 bilion Europe currency unit (BECU; 1 ecu
is roughly on a par with the dollar) "savings" from liberalize procurement policies would have
accrued from a "long term restrcturing" effect in the defense equipment industry. Such a
savings appes small in comparson to the $3 billon Plessey tender offer, but it represents only
one yea. The savings is roughly between 3-9 percent of the estimated expeted tota "gains"
from the removal of

the common market's internal market barers (EC, 1988). These snapshot

estimates should be regarded as only extremely speulative approximations.
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the case with many advance tehnology industries, the industral organization of the MEI field
is complex and does not lend itself easily to analysis. There are in fact severa identifiable,

overlapping markets, and the field is "unified" through end user similarties as well as product

complementaty or substitutabilty. Here we do not attempt a complete description of the
industrial organization of the Europe MEI industry. 4 Our purpse is to characterize broad
economic parameters of relevance to this industr and to examine domestic and international

government policies that may influence the competitiveness of products manufactured by U.S.

firms in Europe markets.

Europe Marne Sectors
The markets for advance marne technologies in Western Europe are large and growing. The
capabilties for resech and development, manufacturing, and marketing of marne technologies

are well established in France, Germany, Itay, Norway, and the Unite Kingdom. Similar
capabilties are nascent but growing in Denmark, Finland, and the Netherlands. Traditionally,
U.S. firms have maintaned strong competitive positions in advanced marne products markets
5 However, the strcture of the Europe market is changing

worldwide -- including Europe.

rapidly, due mostly to government influences as well as other factors.
In the Unite States, base upon a preliminar review, we estimate tota saes of MEI products

to be approximately $5 billion annually. 6 Comparble estimates for the size of economic

activity in the Europe MEI industr are rougher than those for the United States becuse of
a paucity of similar industr data. Severa Western Europe countres are "leaders" in the MEI
field. These countries are importt not only becuse of their production capabilties but also

4 Such a description wil be even more difficult for the industry in Europe than for the
industr in Nort America becuse of data inadequacies. Recnt attempts to begin describing
the strcture of the MEI industr in Europe have been initiated by the Deparment of Trade and
Industr (OT!) in the United Kingdom, IFREMER in Frace, and the Europe Communities
in Belgium. We report on some of these studies below.
5 Base upon limited trde data obtaned from the U.S. International Trade Commission, we

estimate that in 1987 of the tota U.S. exports of MEI products (about $1 bilion) about 30
percent went to Europe end users. We have only limited and incomplete data on trade
balances, but these data appe to suggest that the U.S. has.a trde surplus in MEI products with
Europe and a trde deficit with Japan and Canada.

6 Several methods have been use for this estimation, resulting in a range of estimates of
from $3-5 bilion. The world market is estimated at roughly double the U.S. market. Methods
for makg these estimates are described in Broadus et al. (1988). Two fundamenta statistical
sources have been the U.S. government's "Current Industral Reports" and "Census of

Manufactures" series. It has been possible in many cases to identify the value of U.S.
"shipments" down to the seven digit industral classification leveL. Statistics are available on
U.S. exports and imports as well, although the coverage is less complete.
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because they are major end users of MEI products and services. Table 1 presents these countres
and compares varous indicators of the significace of the marne setor to each of these

countries.

Table 1: Imprtance of the Marine Sector to MEI Countries: Som Indicators

1989

Nunr of
Ports

Est imated
Mercha~t

Ships

Dervrk
France
Germany

Italy

Neth.
U.K.

Finland
Norway

Canada

Japan
U.S.A.

300*
300*
850
550
450*
950
150*
750
100*
3100
1300

1984

Est imated
Fi shing

Major Minor

Vessels
340
480

Exclusive

1988 Estimated
Offshore Production

Oil

(SUSx106)

2IT

Gas

107

Economi c

Coast

Zone

(kmx103)

(kinx103)

3
3

16

44

23

165

10
16

11

125

51

22

8

5

23

350

260
440
340

296
88
9939

4
64
993
2760

12

20
600

4304

1748

6

490
2820
3130

365
6
5357

29
6519

11

15

9

69

19

300

53
25

large
large

1

5

0.5
1

91

12
20

69
341
41

552
85
943

98
2025

4699
3862
7621

* Based on 1984 data.
Sources:

Fairplay(1989); Offshore(1989); Mangone(1986); Lloyd's(1984); Borgese and Ginsburg(1982).

11ncludes ships registered under Panamanian or Liberian flags of convenience.
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Even with a lack of industr data on production, consumption, and trde, qualitative indicators
drawn from primar marne end use setors suggest that the Europe MEI industry has the
potential for growth.7 First, pressures are building for a reduction of the U.S. milta presence

(Morrson, 1989). Although the effect of these pressures are uncertn, there are
movements toward increase Europe independence from a defense seurity stadpoint. This

in Europe

alone could improve the market for MEI tehnologies, which are predominantly defense related,

as Europe nations, parcularly members of the Western Europe Union (WU), sek to
position their defense institutions to fill potential future gaps. It may also work to support loc

MEI producers, to the plausible exclusion ofU.S firms. For example, since 1983 the U.S. trade
surplus with Europe in defense manufactures has been dwindling. (Tota U.S.-Europe trade
in defense manufactures has been declining as well.)

Secondly, even with the recnt world hydrocbon market production surpluses, offshore oil and
gas production in the Unite Kingdom and Norway are ecnomicaly importt and together
surpass the tota value of U.S. offshore production. Forecsts for Nort Sea offshore oil and gas
exploration, development, and production have begun to brighten. Although many factors ca

influence Nort Sea hydrocbon potential, LeBlanc suggests that, in comparson with older
producing regions worldwide, "the North Sea wil have the reserves to support a strong
exploration and development pace far into the next century." Parcular emphasis wil be placed
on the development of natural gas fields offshore, even in light of current pipeline transmission
inadequacies. Offshore discovery costs are competitive with major onshore fields. Offshore
drillng is expeted to continue strongly unless prices soften considerably below their present

levels (about $18-20 per barel). Both Norway and the United Kingdom have institute national
policies of support for offshore development and associated service industres.
Thirdly, the commercial fisheries setor in Europe remains strong. Although no individual

Europe countr ranks with the majors, combined Europe fish catches have been level at
about 12 milion metric tons annually, exceing those individually of Japan, the Soviet Union,

or China. Marne transporttion,too, is importt to the Europe economy, and Rotterdam and
Antwerp are two of the world's busiest ports, makng the Netherlands and Belgium major world
entrepots. In numbers of registres, the combined merchant fleets of Norway, the United

Kingdom, France, Itay and Spain rival the flags of convenience: Liberia, Panama, and Gree.
Europe countres have remained steadfast in their subsidization of the shipbuilding industr,

as they consider it a source of genera public benefits. Europe even has develope its own
discipline, "hydrography", concerned with mapping and navigational problems of the oceas.

7 For example, a recnt study conducted for the U. K. ' s DTI on international programs and

markets in oc technology has concluded that, worldwide, even the most mature oc
tehnology industries, such as marculture and submarne cables, are growing strongly

(Westwoo et al., 1989). The DTI study is a survey of oc technology in ten "setors" but
does not focus speificaly on MEI. All ten setors employ MEI technologies, and the authors

suggest that there is potential for future growth in oc tehnology.
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A final, but not insignificat, set of ocea activities concerns the study of the ocs and
applications of oc science and tehnologies to improve environmenta quality and enhance the

productivity of existing oc uses. Ocographic science and engineering are the showcases

of national involvement in advance marne technologies. In a recent study conducted by the
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), ocography was examined
as a "big science" in comparson with nuclea and parcle physics and astronomy and
astrophysics.

8 In Europe, numerous multinational cooperative marne science and technology

development projects have been initiated recently. Nealy all have as yet undetermined

influences over the pace of technologica advance in the MEI field. Multinational R&D
programs in marne sciences are an importt form of industral development "tageting", if
merely for their appreciable promotional value.

The MEI Industr in Europe
Europe commercial firms are involved in the full rage of MEI products and services. These
include communication and navigation instrments (marne radios and radars, satellte navigation
recivers, electronic chars), sensors (sonar transponders, current meters, video imaging

systems), data management instruments ("marnize" computer hardware and talored software),
and services (hydrographic surveys, equipment leasing, robotic underwater inspetion and repair).

Many of these products and services are combined into integrated "systems" for defense or
finding sonars, are manufactured in high
commercial end users. Some, such as commercial fish

operated vehicles (ROVs),

volume production runs. In other cases, such as customized remotely

lifetime production runs of under 10 items are not uncommon.

In Table 2, we attempt a crude estimation of the MEI market in Europe and compare this with
other leading countres, including Canada, Japan, and the United States. (Notably, we have
excluded the Soviet Union in this comparson. The Soviet Union must be an importt producer
and end user of MEI technologies, given its extensive navy, merchant marne, and fisheries
sectors. Yet, except for Finland, there is little electronics trade with the west and little
opportunity for examining the industry there. This situation may be changing.) In Table 2, we

include a very rough estimate of public defense setor expenditures on marne electronic
market setors (the ratio

instrmentation.9 Base upon U.S. relationships concerning the size of

8 This classification was base primarly on the capita intensive attributes of reseach vessels

(OECD, 1988).
9 This estimate is included only for a genera comparson. We have estimated "MEI defense

expenditures" using a rule which has been of use in estimating the same setor for the United
States (Broadus et al., 1988: 48, 57). We attrbute 30 percent of defense spending to national

navies. Then, base upon our work with the U.S. marne electronic industr, we estimate 5

percent of navy expenditures are for marne electronic instrments. Working from the U.S.
defense budget, we found that the U.S. estimate was roughly double the expeted amount.

Therefore, we have normalized the data for the other countries by cutting the estimates in half.
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of the defense setor to all other setors combined is 2.5: 1), we estimate the market size for
marne electronic instrmentation in Europe. These estimates should be regarded with great

caution, as they depend strongly upon an assumption that the markets in Europe are structured

in a similar fashion to those in the United States. Yet these estimates do give a broad impression
of the significance of this sector to selecte Europe countres.

Table 2:

Marine Electronic Instrumntation: Market Size Estimates

1987

1987

1987

Estimated

Estimated

Estimated

Defense
Budgets

MEI Defense

ME I Other.

Total MEI

(SUSx109)

(SUSx106)

1987

Markets

Expend i tures

(SUSx106)

Denmrk
France

2

15

31

234

Germany

30

.225

6
94
90

16

118

47

6

46
230

18
92

Italy

Neth.
U.K.

31

Market
(SUSx106)
21

328
315
165
64
322

Finland

1

8

3

11

Norway

3

19

8

27

Europell

120

895

358

1253

Canada

10
22

73
163

29
65

288

2160

102
228
3024

IIMEI

Japan
U.S.A.

Sources:

NATO (1988); Broadus et ale

86
(1988).
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Europen Programs in Marne Science al Technology

One of the most saient policy issues face by the MEI industr within the Europe common
market concerns whether industral "tageting" ocurs in this or relate fields and the extent to
which it is permitted. Marne science and tehnology programs are areas in which governments
and international organizations ca sponsor R&D to achieve the public purpses of national
defense or environmenta protection and at the sae time foster the growth of a nascent industr ,
marne electronic instrmentation. In Table 3, we present comparsons of public R&D

expenditures for the MEI countres. Tota R&D as a proporton of GNP and marne science and
10 Most of the MEI
technology (MST) R&D as a proporton of tota R&D are presente.

countres spend only about one percent of their tota R&D expenditures on marne sciences. Yet
the marne sector is importt to these countres, and increaing recognition of the adverse effects

of marne pollution, the depletion of fish stocks, and other problems have heightened this
importce (Peet, 1986).
Table 3: Marine Sciene and Technology: Estimated Expenditures .nd Publtc.tlon
(all figures In 1986 SUSx106)

1984
1986
World Bank
GNP

($x10e9)

1986 1986
OECD Total R&D
Total Comared to

R&D GNP (X)

79
722
898
597

860
15215
20828
7467

Neth.

175

3817

2

U.K.

553

15221

3

Denmark

France
Germany

Italy

1

2

2
1

Norway

Finland

69
69

1133

2

939

1

2
2

Canada

352

5893

Japan
U.S.A.

1962

41734 .

4219

114705

Estimated

HST

Share of

HST

Total

Research

R&o (X)

43
220
220
52
83
110

OECD

"Publ i cat ions" Publ i cat ions

in Oceanog. per $10 million

and Limnol. Harine R&o

5

6

1

,

22
53

2

1

1

1

5

1

2

3

0(1

1

59

5

5* 0(1

1 100*

EEC

EEC

3

5

3
4

1

55
13

0(1

1

418

3

3

150*
331*
1300*

* Our own estimate based on various i.ltshed sources.
Sources: UNCTAD (1988); oeco (1989,1988); EC (1986); World Band (1988).

10 As a sidelight, following OECD (1988), we consider publications per R&D expenditure

inpùts as one kind of very approximate "output" indicator of marne science in these countres.
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Although individual countries maintan their own resech programs, increasingly, the Europe

approach to R&D has becme a quasi-cooperative one, in which large-sce, well-promote
projects are organized by international organizations. National scientific efforts thus are
"coordinated" to reduce the potential for duplicated efforts. These projects are heavily

"leveraged" in the sense that parcipants must bring substatial financial and in-kind
contrbutions to the project and international funds account for only a small proporton of the
tota. Cross-setoral technology transfer is emphasize and encouraged. Most of these resech

investments are only beginning to provide "returns" in a qualitative sense, and the success of
these programs has not been fully determined.
Most Western Europe countres are members of the Europe Community (EC) or "common
market" . 11 In October of 1986, the Europe Parliament issued an advisory resolution on the
establishment of an EC marne resech institute. The Europe Parliament found that:

. . . there is a serious lack of Community coordination in this field, leading to a substantial

waste of fund, a surplus of logistical capacity and, hence, reduced economic and scientifc
effcienc. . . . /Tlhe oceans represent an area with vast potential to which access can be gained

and which can be exploited only through advanced technology. . . . fHligh technology projects
in the field of oceanography can have a mobilzing effect both on growth industries and among

the peoples of Europe (emphais add) (BP, 1986).
Under the provisions of the Single Europe Act of 1987, the EC increase its own efforts

(distinct from but in concert with its member states) in such areas as R&D, environmenta

the Europe Communities (CEC) propose
its third five yea "Framework Programme of Community Activities in the Field of Resech and

protection, and others. In 1987, the Commission of

Technological Development" (Andre, 1987). For the first time, the Framework Programme

11 Four other countries, including Norway and Finland, are members of the Europe Free

Trade Association (EFTA), a seond importt combination of Europe politica jurisdictions
for the purpses of trde enhancement. Since 1966, EFTA members have engaged in free trde
in industral goos among themselves. Individually, each EFT A member has negotiate

agreements with the EC for free trade in industral goos, and, under the provisions of the
"Luxembourg Declaration" of 1984, EFTA and EC have agree to foster increase free trade

and to cooperate in R&D and other areas. However, EFT A differs from the EC in that its
formation was a result of what Wallace describes as "negative reasons" directed toward the
rejection of "positive and extensive" collaboration. Much more than EC members, EFT A
countres se themselves as economicaly independent, politicaly sovereign, and miltaly
neutral. These factors act to distinguish EFT A members from their EC counterpars and may

preclude the full parcipation of EFT A members in the potential benefits of an integrated
common market. As a result, EFT A, like the United States and Japan, finds itself on the outside
lookig in at EC92 with concern.
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proposa included a line item speificaly for marne science and technology (MAST). In March

of 1989, the MAST program was adopted offcially by the EC Council of Ministers with a
budget of roughly $50 milion to be spent over the remaining three yeas of the Framework
Programme.12 (This budget is just under one percent of the tota EC Framework Programme

budget--in line with the proportonal spending of national governments on marne science and
technology as shown in Table 3.)
The MAST program is administrtively house within the EC's Directorate General for Science,
Resech and Technologica Development. 13 The "tehnica content" of the program itself is
quite ambitious, encompassing a full aray of basic and applied marne science resech areas.
MAST is intended to operate as a science "foundation" by funding resech proposas up to a

level of 50 percent of the tota project cost. The proposas must involve a combination of
institutions (from any setor--public, nonprofit, commercial) from at least two countres. Of

speial importce to the MEI industr is the inclusion of a set of projects that wil be funded
under the umbrella: "instrmentation for science." These projects wil provide funding for: (1)
physical, chemica, and biologica sensors; (2) modular integrated sensor systems (including

instrments for use on ROVs); (3) long term in situ measurement instrments; and (4)
nondisturbing sampling instrumeIits (including laser and acoustic techniques). The EC itself wil

conduct "technico-economic feasibilty studies" including a comprehensive study of the
ocographic instrmentation setor of the Europe MEI industry (MAST, 1988).
An even larger program of resech has been organize through the EUREKA framework.

EUREKA is a set of unique advance tehnology R&D projects that have been organized as
collaborative resech efforts. Nineteen Europe countres and the EC are members of the
EUREKA framework (Lurent, 1987). It was established ostensibly as a response to the U.S.
strategic defense initiative (SDI) effort, but EUREKA does n~t focus on defense technologies.
One of its projects, EUROMAR, was organized in 1985 to sponsor transnational, advance
technology projects with "application in the protection, exploitation or management of

the marne

environment and resources." EUROMAR is compose of 18 separte resech projects, eight

last from one

of which include the development of MEI tehnologies. The latter projects wil

to five yeas and tota approximately $50 milion (about 1 percent of funding for all EUREKA
projects). Funding for EUROMAR comes primarly from member governments and parcipant

institutions, with only a smal proporton (probably less than 10 percent) from poled EUREKA
funds (cf. Dickson, 1988).

12 A stated objective of the MAST program as adopted by the Council of Ministers is "to
strengthen industral competitiveness" (MAST, 1989).
13 The EC has its own resech entity, the Joint Resech Centre, which increasingly has

begun to focus on "prenormative" resech. The JRC does not conduct marne resech
speifically, although it does have a program of satellte remote sensing that includes the

monitoring of ocea pollution. At the JRC resech center in Ispra, Itay, a spetroradiometer

has been develope as par of this work.
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The North Atlantic Treaty Ort:anization (NATO) was established in 1949 as an international
organization for the common defense of all members. It includes as members a number of
western Europe countres as well as Canada and the Unite States. NATO serves as a forum

for the planning and discussion of milta, politica, and ecnomic issues. Frace parcipates
only in nonmilta activities. NATO includes a Division of Scientific and Environmenta Affairs

which advises NATO's sereta-genera on scientific issues and which sponsors a program of

scientific exchanges among members. In 1969, NATO organize the Committe on the
Challenges of Modern Society (CCMS) which has sponsored cooperative resech leading to

policy proposas on environmenta problems.
In 1959, NATO established an antisubmarne warfare (now "underse") resech center at La
Spezia, Itay, known as the Supreme Alled Commander Atlantic Underse Resech Centre

(SACLANTCEN). SACLANTCEN has an annua budget of approximately $25 milion, with
much of its technica and financial support coming from the U.S. and British navies. The Center

has been involved primarly in physica ocographic and oc engineering resech. Some
of its speific tehnologica emphases have included the development of prototyp instruments
such as long-range towed hydrophone

arays; moored and bottom mounted sonar sensors; doppler

sonar buoys; and towed oscilating boies for continuous profiling. SACLANTCEN has recently
taen delivery of anew, state-of-the-ar ocographic resech vessel, the R. V. Allance.
The Nordic Council (NC) was founded in 1952 primarly on the basis of existing informal
relationships among member states. The NC and its affiliate, the Nordic Council of Ministers
(NCM), were founded to enhance coperation among Scadinavian countres and to set up
jointly-sponsored economic and scientific institutions. The NC issues "recommendations" to the
NCM and to its member governments. Denmark's membership in both the EC and the NC is
believed by some observers to facilitate the harmonization of national economic policies across
the EC frontier. In this sense, the NC may provide an additional boost to the efforts of EFT A

members. In 1973, the NCM organized the Nordic Fund for Industral and Technologica
Development (NIT) to issue grants, loans, and subsidies for industral R&D projects that are
of interest to more than one member. Sometimes referred to as a "Nordic Eureka," in 1986 the
fund support 40 percent of 130 R&D projects costing $45 milion.14
The Europe Science Foundation (ESF) draws its membership from some 50 grant-makng
agencies in 18 Europe countres, including Finland and Turkey. This membership gives the

ESF a degree of influence much greater than its own budget of roughly $2 millon would
suggest: projects backed by ESF se money are likely to recive favorable attention from
national funding agencies. In the marne setor, the ESF supports activities in geoscience and
oc circulation. The ESF Consortium for Oc Drillng (ECOD), consisting of organizations

14 In 1987, NFITD published a brochure describing severa kinds of advance tehnologies

including MEI technologies such as multibeam echosounders, subse positioning systems, ship

eah stations, INMARSAT coast ea stations, and naval tehnologies (NIT, 1987).
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from 12 Europe countres, has been a full member of the Oc Drillng Program (ODP) since
June 1986. (FRG, France, and the U.K. are individua members of ODP.) ECOD
representatives paricipate in JOIDES Science Advisory activities to guide the ODP, and scientists

from ECOD member states paricipate in OPD cruises. The ESF Committee for the World
Ocea Circulation Experiment (WOCE) was set up in June 1988 to coordinate Europe
involvement in what is perceived to be a central element of world climate resech. The
Committee is promoting a series of EURO-WOCE workshops to discuss the scientific content
and organizational aspets of Europe parcipation in WOCE (ESF, 1988).
In West Germany, an interesting cross-setoral institution named GEOMAR has been established
to conduct marne scientific resech and tehnologica development. At present, GEOMAR is
structured as two distinct institutions: the GEOMAR resech center ("Institute") is intended to
conduct scientific resech and the GEOMAR Technologie GmbH (GTG) wil develop and spin-

off tehnologies, such as electronic instruments. The Institute is informally affiliate with the
neaby University of KieL. Its budget has been funded at DM 5 millon over five yeas by the
federal ministry for reseach and technology, the BMFT, and the local laender government of
Schleswig-Holstein. GTG is a joint venture among several private companies and has been
capitaized at DM 60,00 for 1988-89. The two institutions wil be bound together through a
joint venture agreement that currently is under negotiation. The principals of GEOMAR plan
to model the development of the joint institution after the large ocographic institutions in the
United States, such as WHOI and SIO.
Analysis: Trade and Investment Implications

of the common market

A fundamenta question for U.S. firms is whether or not the integration

wil change existing trade and investment implications significatly. U.S. MEI firms already

compete with firms in Europe, espeially those in France, West Germany, Itay, the United
Kingdom, and Norway (and to a much lesser extent in Finland, the Netherlands, and Denmark),
15 In each of these countres, except the United Kingdom
for saes in the latter's home markets.
(14%), the U.S. share of imports into that countr is below 10 percent. U.S. direct investment

in the electrc and electronic equipment setor is small, in all cases under 5 percent. Moreover,
the United States has overall trade surpluses only with the Netherlands and France (DoS, 1989).

Two general issues that traditionally have affected the competitive position of U.S. firms in
international trade in MEI deserve our attention here, albeit briefly. These issues concern the
procurement policies of national governments (for example, "buy national" rules) and the

establishment of technical stadards. These and other nontaff barers to trade (NBs) are
being addresse within the common market itself. The final form of revise or harmonized trade
barer policies wil be subject to review through the General Agreement on Tarffs and Trade

(GATT) multilateral trade negotiation process, although the extent to which common market

15 Although we note that the size of the market for marne electronics in the United States

is much larger than that in any of the individual countries of Europe.
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barers wil bend to such review remains in question.

Procurement policies currently are undergoing close scrutiny by the Commission of the Europe
primarly at those

Communities (CEC). However, the focus of this scrutiny is directe

(nondefense) areas in which changes in procurement policies ca make the largest difference:
telecommunications, trsport, energy, and water (CEC, 1989). Under the provisions of the

GA'I, a "buy national" procurement policy for defense manufactures is not necessaly
considered a nontaff barer to trade. Beuse trditionally much of the international trde in
MEI has involved defense manufactures, we do not expet that the haronization of procurement

policies within the common market wil have much of an additional effect on the competitive
position of U.S. firms in the MEI industry.

A speial typ of nondefense procurement policy is relevant to the MEI industr. One source
of support for R&D in marne electronics results from the offshore oil and gas lease alloction
policies of the United Kigdom and Norway. In these countres, offshore exploration and
development licenses are not distrbuted by competitive bid, as in the United States, but instead
through a discretionar procss (OTA, 1985). There is no official requirement for Nort Sea
offshore energy producing firms to fund R&D as par of their British lease obligations, but R&D
expenditures are use as one criterion in allocting offshore entitlements. As a result, the U.K.

oil majors generate some $20 milion in annual external mare R&D funds--an order of
magnitude larger than direct British government R&D expenditures in this area. In Norway, the

government keeps recrds (voluntay supplied) of offshore firs' support of R&D conducted
by Norwegian companies and considers both the quantity and quality of this support when
makng lease alloctions. This has resulte in substatial financial and technica assistace from
energy companies for product development at Norwegian firms, although resulting products have
not always been successful commercially (Cook and Surrey, 1983).

The United Kingdom also has use offshore lease alloctions to enforce its policy of preferential
treatment for "British-base" offshore service and supply firms. The U.K. Offshore Supplies
Office (OSO) monitors interactions between energy companes and service firms and influences
offshore entitlement aloctions for the purpse of maintaning and supportng the existence of
an offshore service industr. In 1985, the "British-base" requirement was changed to "majority

British-owned, " prompting several U.S. companes to reorganize their operations in the United

Kingdom (DoS, 1989). OSO activities represent an explicit effort to keep Britan at the forefront
of new offshore tehnology developments.

There has been little evidence to date of technica stadards16 affecting MEI saes to Europe,

16 Technica product stadards are importt for severa reasons. Governments or nonprofit

stadard setting institutions may require that products meet minimum stadards to protect public
heath, saety, and the environment. By decreasing information asymmetres between producers

and consumers on complicate high tehnology products, public stadards also may be importt
in the prevention of consumer fraud. Industry groups ca play an importt role in market
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but other industres have been affected adversely by the imposition of stadards established by

the EC (WSJ, 1989). In the marne electronics field, the internationally accepted Automatic
Radar Positioning Aid (ARPA) stadards established by the International Martime Organization
(IMO) under the provisions of the Convention on Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) helpe British,
West German, and U.S. firms achieve leading positions in the "upper end" of the large, deep-se
radar market.

A major worr for U.S. manufacturers is that Europe products wil become more competitive
as a result of the stadardization procss. If U.S. firms are place on an unequal footing as a
result of stadardization, international trade disputes could result. Hinson and Platzer identify
five potential problems with the procss of stadard setting in the EC. These include restrcted
access to Europe markets, restrcted parcipation in stadard setting, the isolation of American
stadards, the setting of higher stadards in Europe ("upward harmonization"), and testing and

certfication problems.
In the past, the EC has been involved directly in the setting of detaled technica product
stadards. This centralized approach proved unsuccessful becuse of the inordinate amount of

time and effort involved. More recntly, the EC has revise its approach to issue directives that
identify "essential requirements" for broad product categories. The EC has state its intention

to issue its stadards, where possible, so that they are in conformity with international stadardssetting organizations. More detaled tehnica stadards ca be issued by private Europe-wide
17
or national stadard setting bodies.

The EC' s new Marne Science and Technology (MAST) resech program has included as one
of its agenda items the preparation of norms and stadards for oceaographic instrumentation and

oceaographic methods (MAST, 1988). This agenda item presents an unusual case, becuse

development through the setting of technica stadards. Such stadards increase the interchange-

abilty of electronic product components, for example, and faciltate the comparson of products

from different suppliers. In both public and private stadad setting, there is considerable
potential for the use of technica stadards as a nontaff barer to international trade.

17 The two most importt international stadard-setting groups are the International
Stadards Organization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnica Commission (IEC). The
three major Europe stadard setting bodies are the Europe Committee for Stadardization
(CEN), the Europe Committee for Electrotechnica Stadadization (CENELEC), and the
Europe Telecommunications Stadards Institute (ETSI). For defense technologies within an
alliance such as NATO, the Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNAD) exists to set

stadards on milita technologies. Beuse France does not paricipate in NATO's milta
activities, the Independent Europe Program Group (IEPG) was established in 1976 to playa
role similar to CNAD.
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there is no existing international stadad setting boy in this area. is As a result, the potential

for the EC to act as the centrize stadad setting organiztion is enhance.
For U. S. firms in the MEI industr, institutions outside of the EC ca have importt influences

on the competitive position of U.S. firms. For example, the U.S. Radio Technica Commission
for Martime Services (RTCM) has parcipate in the constrction of international tehnica
stadards for GPS recivers, electronic char display systems, and "stadard C" INMARSAT
recivers, among others. Ironicaly, in the case of the "stadad C" recivers, foot-dragging by
the U.S. Federa Communications Commission (FCC) has ben one factor hindering the ealy
U.S. firms into this market. This is beuse the relate "land mobile" receiver market
entr of
in the United States is thought to be large enough to justify the investments necssa to
manufacture both the marne and land recivers. But the FCC, which would regulate the land19 As a result, Europe (Danish, French,

mobile market, has refuse to issue regulations.

Norwegian, and-British) and Japanese fims have ben the fist out of the box (Fuechsel, 1989).
Conclusions
We ca make several conclusions from our study of the effects of shifting government policies

U.S. firms in the MEI industr. The industr in
Europe has potential for growth, base upon our evaluation of the primar end use setors,

and institutions on the competitive position of

including defense, offshore oil and gas, commercial fisheries, merchant marne, and
ocography. The Europe market for advance marne electronics is approximately $1
bilion, as measured by tota saes--this is about 30-40 percent of the size of the U.S. market.
U.S. firms supply perhaps 25% of the Europe market, and there probably is a trade surplus
with Europe as a whole (ths is heavily influenced by saes of defense manufactures).
The restrcturing of the Europe defense electronics industr is symbolically significat,
representing an envisioned "new Europe" charcterize by enhance ecnomies of sce and
improved international competitiveness. This restrcturing may be evidence of a changed attitude

on the par of Europe governments with regard to Europe integration. However, differences

still exist among the member states of the Europe Communities, and these differences may
hamper full integration as a tre common market. The integration itself may have a minimal
impact on trde and investment in Europe for U.S. firms sellng into the common market.

is In the United States, ocographic instrments are caibrated to meet the nees of
scientific or environmenta monitoring end users by manufacturers, at ocographic resech
institutions, at NORDA in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, or at the Nortwest Regional Calibration
Center in Seattle. The NATO Underse Resech Center (SACLANTCEN) at La Spezia, Itay
maintans a caibration center for conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) sensors.

19 In the United States, the FCC regulates telecmmunications on land. INMARSA T

regulates telecmmunications by satellte at se. COMSA T, a quasi-public corpration,
paricipates as the U.S. member (and contrbutes 25% of the budget) in INARSAT.
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Indee, if barers fall, the effect could be positive. Other institutions, espeially those setting

stadards for marne electronic instruments or those sponsoring R&D efforts, may have a larger

impact on the competitiveness of U.S. firms. Here again, the direction of the impact--positive
or negative--still is uncertn.
Public marne science and technology R&D "investments" in Europe are small, but not
insignificat. Increasingly, we se these investments being combined in international, cross-

setoral resech efforts designed to reduce duplication, widen the distribution of resulting

benefits, and enhancing a goal of "tehnology trsfer." This policy is largely a reaction to the
large sce resech efforts mounted in the Unite States and the recnt great commercial success
of Japanese companies in markets in Europe and in the Unite States. This policy is not peuliar

to advanced marne electronics but spans all advance technology fields. The effectiveness of
such a policy remains to be demonstrted. However, it is fairly clea that firms from the United
States, Canada, and Japan wil be watching these resech efforts, not parcipating directly.
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Addendum

In the period since the presentation of this paper, there have been major changes in the political

struture of Europe. While it is beyond our scope to analyze the potential effects of these
few points here. Th apparent
success of Soviet glasnost, the razing of the Berlin wall, and the "demoratzaton" of Eatern
European countries have resulted in a diferent economic environmnt than tha which existed
changes on the markets

for MEI technologies, we can outline a

the possibilty of

only months before. Thre is nes of

reduced defense spending, the relaxation

of export controls, and improved link between EC and EFTA countries in a new "European
Economic Space." But whether these changes will result in opportnitiesfor U.S. firm in MEI
technologies is extremely uncertain. Given the severe environmntal problems faced by many

Eatern European countries, we expect tha there is substantial needfor increased environmntal

monitoring and oceanographic research technologies, for example. However, existing
governntal andfinancial institutons, lack of
and lower standards of

technological capabilties (especially computers),

living wil ma it dijcult, ifnot impossible,

for such needs to be backed

by hard currenc and revealed in expandd markets. It is clear tha firm in some Western

European countries, especially West Germny (and possibly also Finland to a lesser extent), may
alread have head starts and locational advantages in the establishmnt of trading and joint
venture relatonships with Eatern European countries. Th opening of the Eatern European
markets will be yet another important factor for future consideration of the competitive position
of u.s. firm in the MEI field.
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Technology Development: A Blueprit for Federal-State Collboration
Megan Jones, Director
Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corpration
Background

A yea ago when I was asked by the Congressional Ecnomic Ledership Institute to address a
national audience about state initiatives in tehnology development, my topic was considered
something of a novelty.
This is no longer the case. After a decde of operating in relative obscurity, the states' activities

in promoting new commercial tehnologies are now being acknowledged as playing a major role
in our country's economic future. And for goo reason. In 1988 alone, $440 milon was
investe by 44 states in tehnologica innovation. In turn, this investment has leveraged bilions
of dollars in private setor support. A Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corpration (MCEC)
biotechnology grant for $300,00, for example, has been directly responsible for attracting $8
milion of private investment -- a better than 25: 1 ratio. Pennsylvania's Ben Franklin

Parership, Ohio's Thomas Edison Program, New York's Science and Technology Foundation

and Michigan's Strtegic Fund have all experience similar results.
The states are assuming the role of entrepreneur and not a moment too son. In fact, there are

those who say it's too late and that America has already lost the future to foreign competition.
One ca understad the pessimism. Statistics release by the U.S. Bureau of Labor are not
reassuring:
Domestic Product
Per Employed Person
Ratio

u.s.
W. Germany

1.2
3.1

Japan

5.5

Manufacturing
Output per hour
Ratio

2.8
4.6
7.9

Other statistica indicators cite by the Offce of Technology Assessment (OT A) are equally
disturbing. A recnt report shows the U.S. losing its lead in the number of innovations, the
number of patent grats, the number of science and engineering degrees and the percent of GNP
allocte to non-defense R&D.
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These statistics becme a reaity during our recnt efforts to equip and renovate our MCEC
office. As a state agency created to promote economic development, we thought it only fitting

to adopt a "Buy America" policy. This was the result: after nine months we were still
replacing faulty new computer equipment; the copier arved with a dead battery; the telephone
system was missing a line; the two-yea-old air conditioners we inherited stoppe functioning in
hot weather. The lighting company, when asked why they delivered only 15 of our 16 lamps,
gave the excuse that "we can't count that high."

What ca be done to restore America's once respeted "know-how?" In Massachusetts, as in
many other states, solutions are being sought through industr/education parerships with state

government serving as a catayst. It is an idea role for the states to play: they understad their
own economic nees; they know the players, the small as well as the large companies and
educational institutions; they ca monitor results closely and above all, they ca experiment.

"The procss has little to do with ideology and everything to do with tral-and-error, set-of-thepants pragmatism," says David Osborne in his book, Laboratories of Democracy.

The models which states have. adopted to promote technologica innovation var widely,
depending on nee, resources and commitment. They rage from technica assistace with
limited funding to a comprehensive $76 milion dollar program. General appropriations, bond

issues, state lottery funds, par-mutuel gambling receipts, state employee pensions and
unemployment compensation reserves, in addition to tang equity positions and royalties, have
been use to provide funding.

The major components of these state initiatives include: advance technology centers to
strengthen the academic base; resech and development grant programs to spe the trasfer of

technology from the laboratory to the marketplace; and technology reseach parks and incubators
to provide space, equipment and managerial

expertse.

As an example of an advance technology center in Massachusetts, a parnership of industry, an
engineering school and state government has established a $52 milion Massachusetts

Microelectronics Center, which provides state-of-the-ar training to students in design, procssing
and fabrication of semiconductors and other microelectronics devices. Students enrolled in

relevant courses ca tap into an advance computer-aided design network and use semiconductor

procssing laboratories. A newly complete integrated circuit fabrication facilty wil produce
student-designed integrated circuits. Many of the state's engineering students wil thus be

graduating with extensive hands-on experience in the full design and production cycle.

In the area of competitive R&D matching grants, the Massachusetts Centers of Excellence

Corpration currently funds more than 50 joint industr-university projects to accelerate
technology transfer with grants raging from $20,00 to $300,00.
a reseach group and

To ilustrate, MCEC recntly awarded $80,00 matched by $110,00 from

its industral parner to develop and test a pilot-scae, solar-powered wastewater treatment system

that uses a natural biologica procss to treat septage and sewage. Test results have been
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sufficiently encouraging to attrct national and international attention, including $5 milion in
private investment to build a full-sce prototy facilty. Should this program succ, it could

have a major impact on treating water pollution throughout the countr and the world.
As an example of the incubator program, MCEC has awarded a $165,00 matching grat to a

consortum of regional educational institutions and a city chamber of commerce to establish a

"superincubator" for sta-up biotechnology companies. In addition to the usual incubator
services, such as below market rates for office space, shared equipment and clerica assistace,

this private, for-profit corpration provides managerial assistace and se capita through limite
parnerships and invests in the later stages of the compay together with other investors. In its
first yea of operation the corpration has invested in four sta-up companies, one of which
recntly went public. This project is par of a Massachusetts effort to promote the biotehnology
industr for which the projecte product saes nationwide by the yea 200 are estimate to be

$100 bilion.
I have use ilustrations from Massachusetts becuse I am most familar with our programs, but
in each case other states are similarly engaged.
The Federal Role
States are clealy demonstrting their skill and resourcefulness in stimulating tehnology

development. But they lack the mandate and resources for tasks such as funding significat
generic resech, building or maintaing major resech facilties and keeping abreast of rapidly
changing technologies that are essential to ecnomic revitaization. Recgnizing states' strengths
and limitations, the National Governors' Assoiation (NGA) in 1985 established the Working
Group on State Initiatives in Applied Resech. Compose of governors' representatives from
49 states and terrtories, the working group meets regularly to share experiences and to develop
ways to increase cooperation between the federa government and the states.
Base on Working Group discussions and my own experience as the director of a state

tehnology progra, I have propose a series of federa initiatives that wil accmplish what the
states canot do and make it easier for states to implement what they can do.

First and foremost, the President must mak an unequivocal commitmnt to improving the

naon's industrial competitiveness. This commitment must be backed up with speific
assignments of responsibilty to the relevant federa agencies and adequate resources for them to
do the job. Severa agencies, including the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the newly

recnstitute National Institute of Stadards and Technology (NST -- formerly the National
Bureau of Stadads), have made admirable attempts to respond to state nees--but much more
could be done.

In the 1988 Omnibus Trade Act, Congress gave the Deparment of Commerce primar
responsibilty for supportng civilan technology development and create the position of

Undersereta of Commerce for tehnology to lead this effort. Such a high raking official
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should make it easier to coordinate federal efforts and give tehnology concerns the prominence
they deserve. By creating the NGA Working Group, the states established a focal point for state

interactions; the Undersereta is the obvious foc point on the federal side. The states await
the fillng of this position with great interest.
Second, the federal governnt must tak more responsibilty for the quality of U. S. education.
The deficiencies in the nation's schools in adequately preparng its students for caeers in science

and technology have been sufficiently documente by literaly hundreds of reports. High
technology companies complain that they must stea personnel from one another because too few
qualified individuals are emerging from the educational system, that many of the best graduates
of science and engineering programs are foreigners who return home and that far to few women
and minorities are receiving tehnica training. What is eventualy at stae, in the words of

MIT's Philp Morrson, is the "essence of democracy" dividing our soiety into "islands of the
trained... with a se of onlookers--bemuse, indifferent and even hostile. "

NSF is working to reverse these disturbing trends, but it nees more resources to do the job.

NSF's 1990 budget request for its traditional programs for students and faculty at the
levels should be considered a minimum. In addition, NSF's
undergraduate through postdoctoral
pending plan to provide financial support to states that are undertng comprehensive K-12
school reforms deserves, and I am please to report, has recived, Congressional support and

funding.

Equally importt are NSF's efforts to assist minorities through increase university fellowships,
resech assistatships for high school students, planning grats for applicants and the newly
created minority resech centers of excellence program.

Scientific literacy for all Americas should be the nation's long-term goal. As the leading
federal agency for improving science and math education, NSF should be given the resources
it nees to se that this goal is reached. It seems incredible to me that a countr that ca put
men on the moon and send a satellte to Neptune canot educate its citizens to be able to compete
in a world that is rapidly being transformed by science and tehnology.
Third, thefederal governnt should increase its investmnt in researchfacUities and equipment.

The federal share of capita spending for university resech facilties has fallen from more than
20 percent in the 1960's and 1970's to less than 10 percent today. NSF estimates that the bil
for presently neeed repairs or renovations wil come to $3.6 bilion--more than four times what
universities have budgeted. In addition, universities nee $8.1 bilion to build new facilities, but
they have less than a third of the necessa funds. Only the federal government has the resources
to meet such a large shortfalL.
Congress has begun to respond by authorizing a 5-yea $800 milion academic resech facilties

modernization program administered by NSF to fund repairs, renovations and, in exceptional
cases, replacement of obsolete science and engineering facilties. Universities wil have to

provide 20-50 percent matching funds, no award ca exce $7 milion, and preference wil go
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to institutions that have recived little R&D funding in the past. This is an encouraging
beginning, but we should be aware that no program funds have yet been appropriated and that
the amount authorize wil cover only a fraction of the nee. What's more, the program does

not address the nee for new constrction.
National Academy of Sciences president, Frak Press, estimates that a federal five-yea
investment of $1.25 bilion annually is necssa to bring the nation's resech infrastrcture up
to date.

Fourth, the federal laboratories must become more effective at transferring technology to
industry. With a combined budget of about $20 bilion and one-sixth of the nation's science and

laboratories have vast

engineering professionals on staf, the nation's more than 700 federa

potential for trsferrng tehnology to industr--if mechanisms are in place to faciltate the
procss.
A closer workig relationship between the federa labs and state tehnology programs would
enable state officials to lea more about the labs' resech capabilties; they could then serve
as brokers between the labs and industr. By faciltating cooperative resech agreements, joint

use of laboratory facilties, access to tehnology databases, simplified patent and licensing

procures, and personnel exchanges, states could spe tehnology trsfer as well as stimulate
new resech activity.

labs and the states already exist. In Ohio,

Models for such a relationship between the federa

Edison Materials Technology Center has signed an extensive memoradum of
understading with the Air Force Wright Aeronautica Laboratory for materials processing R&D.

the Thomas

The New York Science and Technology Foundation has assigned one of its staf to Rome Air
Development Center to assist in technology-trsfer activities. The Massachusetts Centers of
Excellence Corpration and the U.S. Army Natick Resech, Development, and Engineering

Center have signed a cooperative agreement with industr to develop high-protein foos from
fish wastes.
From the states' perspetive, however, even more progress in developing such relationships could

laboratory directors to enter into

be achieved if greater authority were veste in the individua

collaborative and mutualy beneficial argements with the states and local industres.
Bureaucratic delays and overly complex regulations impose from Washington limit the labs'
abilty to work with industr whose competitive advantage depends on rapid decision-makng and

risk-tang.
Fifh, Congress could extend and increase the funding of the small business innovation research
(SBIR) program. SBIR directs federa resech funds to small and medium-size companies

(which have often been the leaders in tehnology innovation) by requiring federal agencies with
resech budgets of more than $100 millon to set aside 1.25 percent of these funds to support
resech at compaies with fewer than 500 employees. Having proved its wort, SBIR should

be renewed well in advance of its scheduled termnation in 1993. And since half of the
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proposas submitted to SBIR and approved on merit go unfunded, its budget should be increase

by rasing the set-aside to 2.5 percent and lowering the threshold for agency paricipation to $50 .

milion.
Finally, the federal governnt needs to develop a strategy for direct, overall support of state
technology program. Such a strategy could include a federa grats program, most appropriately
locted within the offce of the Undersereta of Technology and assisted by an advisory

committee that included representatives of the NGS Working Group. As an indication of the
importce of this effort, the federal government should make available to the states a sum of
at least equa to what the states are currently investing themselves. New sources of revenue
dedicate to this purpse should be develope. For example, it has been estimated that 5 percent
of a propose trsfer ta on leveraged buyouts and other stock trsactions would generate $10

billon annualy. This money could be use to provide the necssa funds and at the same time

ta a generally unproductive use of capita in order to invest in new productive tehnologies.

Federal funding would be contingent on the state providing matching funds and enlisting support
from industr. Criteria. for such funding should be broad enough to allow states to continue to

pursue their own diverse efforts. Letting states decide how to spend the money would not only

increase the likelihoo that it would be spent effectively but would reduce the speter of a
centralized federal agency tring to pick winners and losers.

As Senator Dale Bumpers (D-Ark) pointed out in last yea's debate on the trade bil, "There is
no monopoly here in Washington on how to make America competitive. In fact, we here in
Washington may know less about how to meet the competitiveness challenge than do state and

loc officials. We should be careful not to underte federa government initiatives when it
would be more effective to provide support to state and loc government initiatives. II While the
states wait for the federal government to recognize the wisdom of this position, we wil continue
to support technology development as best we ca. Global competition. no longer allows us the
luxury of delay.
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An Overview of Technology Transfer and Intellectual Property Management Between
Marie Science Resrch Initutions and the Commercial Sectol-°

Hauke Kite-Powell and Porter Hoagland III
Marne Policy Center
Woos Hole Oceaographic Institution

In this paper, we examine nonprofit/commercial interactions in the field of ocography, using

the Woos Hole Ocographic Institution (WOI) as an example. The technology transfer and
intellectual property management policies and practices of WHOI are examined and compared
to those of universities, federally. funded R&D centers, and nonprofit scientific organizations in

other fields of resech endeavor.
By way of introduction, we outline a number of issues that face nonprofit resech institutions
when they consider ways to enhance tehnology transfer. These issues are not necssaly novel,

but they may be reciving renewed attention as a result of changing national trends in resech

sponsorship (a growing share of private vs. public funding for R&D) or modifications of
government policies (patent law changes, ta code amendments, and federal tehnology trsfer

policy changes). The pursuit of private funding in the present time of tight public budgets is
leading many nonprofit resech institutions to look more closely at technology transfer as a
potential source of revenue. These and other changes in the marne technology development
climate are described in greater detal in Broadus, Hoagland and Kite-Powell (1988).
Technology Transfer: Issues an Ouestions

Conflcts gf interest: The potential for conflcts of interest in interactions between resech
institutions and the commercial setor depends strongly on three parameters: the legal
environment, the goals of the individual institution, and the "norms" of scientific resech.
Conflcts of interest may involve the channels of disclosure for resech results, the modification

of reseach directions at nonprofit institutions by scientists who also have interests in related
private ventures, the relative weights of scientific merit and commercial payoffs in the selection
of resech topics, etc.

20 The contents of this paper are abstrcte from a working paper on technology trasfer and

intellectual property management in the field of ocography by Hoagland and Kite-Powell
(1989).
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Dissemination Qf resech results: There is an expetation among the scientific community and

the general public that the results of resech conducte either with sponsorship by public
agencies or at institutions that recive an exemption from income taes should be disseminated
as ealy and as widely as possible. There are instaces, however, where exclusive license
argements with commercial firms may be the most expeient way in which to benefit the
public. This is most often the case when the tehnology exists at an ealy stage of development,
continued public sponsorship of development is unfeasible or unwarte, or subseuent
investment to commercialize the tehnology would not tae place without establishing exclusive

property rights (at least temporarly).

Balancing royalty distributions: To the extent that an institution's policy is to distrbute some

porton of the royalties from intellectua propertes (ptents, copyrights, etc.) away from

inventors/discverers, there may be disincentives for inventors/discoverers to develop ideas

within an institution and cause for them to leave or create spin-off firms. Conversely, if the
institution allows most of the royalties to flow directly to the inventor/discverer, this may
discurage the communication and sharng of ideas among staff members.
Tangible reseach properties: The issue is whether tagibles such as biologica organisms,
unpatentable engineering designs, and unpatentable instrment prototyps should be treated in
the same manner

as other intellectual propert with respet to licensing and royalties.

Flexibilty versus ~ speificity: In all forms of the tehnology transfer activity, a balance

must be strck between the speificity of over-arching institution policies and the potential for

flexibilty in the face of innovative or unique nonprofit/commercial relationships. A more

genera policy may allow institutions to be more flexible and to reaze benefits when
extraordinar situations are encountered. Costs may arse, however, when decision-makng
authority is too decntraliz or when policy statements are too general and technology trsfer

relationships are allowed to contrvene overal institutional goals or the norms of scientific

resech.
Intellectual property management organization (JPMO): Independent IPMOs provide a patenting
and licensing service for a prospetive royalty share. There is evidence that some large IPMOs

may ignore patentable inventions if the expeted value of future royalties is too smal. On the
other hand, "patent committees" or IPMOs established within the institution may not have the
time or resources to procure patents (espeially in foreign countres) and aggressively sek

licenses.

Technology trsfer organization (IO): Some institutions (espeially universities) have
established external nonprofit or for-profit TIOs, which are involved not only in licensing
intellectu property but also in incorprating commercial spin-off firms. Some have been
successful; others have encountered both legal and ethica conflcts-of-interest.
Industral liaison programs: To the extent that such programs involve membership from one
paricular industr, their potential as a source of funds or mutual transfer of know-how may
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follow the fortunes of that industry. Recnt criticism of MIT's Industrial Liaison Program points
to possible difficulties with widely base foreign corprate memberships.

This summar of issues helps to set the context for the following discussion of speific

tehnology trsfer and intellectual property management mechanism in ocography, as
exemplified by WHOI and other institutions.

Technology Transfer: Policies and Practices
There is great varety in the mechanisms of technology trsfer, and we cannot claim to be

inclusive of every mechanism in this paper. Our objective is to describe a number of successful

mechanisms that have been or might be use in the field of ocography. Figure 1 shows a
schema of tehnology trsfer mechanisms in a simplified form speificaly for WHO!.

For our discussion, we model these mechanisms as linkages (agreements or other interactions)

between commercial firms and resech institutions. Non-profit resech institutions or
universities are represented as rectagles, government sources of sponsored resech as diamonds,
and commercial firms

as circles. Linkages are shown as line segments or arows between

institutions. The most importt form of technology trsfer at a nonprofit resech institution
is the publication of reseach results, represente by an arow emerging from the bottom of the

WHOI box. Beuse this does not involve explicit links with industr, we ignore it in our
discussion with the reaization of potentially being misleading. A discussion of the other
mechanisms follows.

WHOI is an extraordinar institution, one which shares characteristics of other resech
institutions but canot be "pigeonholed" as either a typica nonprofit resech institution (such

as Battelle), a university (such as MIT, or a Federally Funded R&D Center (FFRDC, such as
MITR). Neverteless, it comes closest to resembling a university, and many useful

lessons can

be leaed from the extensive literature that has been written about university-industry
relationships.

Outside Professional Activities (OPAs), OPAs are an importt and widely-used channel for
interaction of academic and resech staff with commercial ventures. These activities include

serving on corpration boards and advisory committes to corprations, and external consulting
argements. The consultat acts independently, not as an official institution representative, and
recives income from the consulting work for personal gain. Consulting ca be very lucrative,

representing a significat porton of the income of some faculty and resech staff at universities.

WHOI permits staf members to underte consulting and places no upper limit on the amount
of time spent on this outside activity. (An unwritten rulehas been that consulting activities
which tae up more than 40 percent of a staff member's time wil be considered inappropriate.)
WHOI requires all staff to report annually on their outside professional activities in order to
identify potential conflcts of interest.
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At universities, consulting is considered a legitimate outside professional activity and in. some
supplement to university saares. Some schools, including MI,

cases actively encouraged as a

Harard, and Columbia (including Lamont-Dohert), place an upper limit of 20 percent (or no
more than one day each week) on time spent consulting. Outside consulting usually is prohibited

or strongly discuraged at FFRDCs and university-affiliate, government-sponsored resech
labs, both of which are likely to perform resech predominantly for single federa agency
"sponsors." These prohibitions may originate from the perceived nee to maintan imparialty
when asked by federa agencies to evaluate commercial bids for R&D or procurement contracts.
Reseach Contrcts. Contrcts are the most direct form of collaboration between a scientific
institution and an industr sponsor. Contracts usuay are directe at the performance of a

speific task, such as the design and testing of an ocographic instrment. Contracts ca tae
a number of forms, depending upon the nees of the commercial sponsor and the capabilties of
the resech institution. Generaly, institutions engaged in fundamenta scientific resech may
have only limite interest or proficiency in conducting applied resech or engineering

development. The boundar between basic and applied resech is not shar, however, and
numerous examples of industr-sponsored resech in ocography exist.

Presently industr contracts accunt for only a small par ofWHOI's sponsored resech. Many

industr contrcts at WHOI have been subcontracts on federa agency contrcts to a prime
source.

Initial negotiations with industr for contrct resech often involve discussions over two kinds
of "nondisclosure" restrctions. These concern (1) the use of proprieta data or resources that
belong to the commercial firm and (2) the extent to which resech results may be disseminated.
As a genera rule, WHOI does not agree to any restrction on the public dissemination of the
results of resech conducte at WHOI, unless the restrction is relate to a national seurity
classification requirement.

A different approach is taen at many universities, where industr contracts ca represent
significat proportons of overal funding. Prepublication review clauses usuay are accpted
by universities on industr contrcts in order to identify potentially patentable technologies and

to sc publications for company-proprieta information (Nelsen, 1988). The time period for

such review is usually limite to 30 days, and is viewed as a meas of expeitig the movement
of basic technology from the resech environment to the commercial setor, where it ca be
disseminated more widely and effciently than by publication alone. Some universities, including
Harard, perceive prepublication review to conflct with the university's basic reseach mission

and obligation to the public, and therefore disalow it.
Reseach Grats. The bulk of resech grats involve industral liaison programs, which are
discusse below. At WHOI, some grants have originate from industral trde associations (the
America Chemica Society) or molecular biology firms. We distinguish grats from resech
contracts becuse grats tend to give more discretion to the resecher than do contrcts in
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choosing resech paths. In general, industral sponsors who make grats do not expet to

review resech results prior to publication. However, industr sponsors often expet this kind
of relationship to enhance contacts with resechers at universities or nonprofit institutions and
thereby to faciltate the transfer of know-how.

Industrial Liaison Programs OLPs), ILPs, also known as industral assoiates programs or
subscription groups, are a common mechanism for tehnology trsfer. Generaly, these

programs involve financial contrbutions from commercial firms to a scientific institution in the

form of a membership fee. In return, industral assoiates recive the results of information
develope at the resech institution through formal seminars, informal discussions with

resechers, raw or parally interpreted data, etc.

It is likely that most of the direct industr funding at WHOI is a result of grants from
liaisons. The Oc Industr Program (OIP) at WHOI
is the best-known example. OIP has members drawn exclusively from the oil and gas industr.
The program was initiated in 1971 primarly at the urging of an official from Shell Exploration
commercial firms involved in industral

who was interested in facilitati~g access to unprocsse geophysica data obtaned and stored by

WHOI in its marne geologiCa investigations. Assoiates programs were established
concurrently at Scripps and Lamont-Doherty for the same purpses. Cutbacks in commercial

exploration and R&D budgets, oil company mergers, and the availabilty of data from other
sources have cause a decline in OIP membership and income since the late 1970s.

One of the most successful examples of ILPs is MI's Industral Liaison Progra. Founded in
and resources, as well as
comprehensive information about resech and educational activities at MIT. MIT faculty and
1948, it provides industral firms with access to MI's expertse

staff receive revenue sharng from the ILP (10 percent of gross revenues) base on their
paricipation in the Program's activities. Recntly, the progra has come under criticism for its
role in transferrng results of U.S.-funded resech to foreign ILP-members, parcularly to
Japanese firms.

In the ocographic field, industrial liaison programs appe to be most useful in situations
where the volume of data collection exces existing capacity of the resech infrastrcture to

procss and analyze.

Intellectual Property Protection and Licensing. The protetion and licensing of intellectual
propert includes seking patent and copyright protection for the results of work performed at
the institution and the licensing of such intellectual property to commercial ventures. In return
for the grat of licenses, resech institutions recive financial or other resources from licenses.

These resources ca assume many different forms, including fixed fees, obligations to support
resech at the institution, royalties, equity shares, etc.

WHOI seks patent (and copyright) protetion, in its own name, for resech results that appe
to have commercial potential. This is accomplished either through WHOI's internal Patent

Committe or, at the recommendation of the Patent Committe, by an outside intellectu
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property management organiztion (IPMO), the Resech Corpration. Either the IPMO or
WHOI then actively pursues the commercial

licensing of the patent. During the life of the

institution, WHOI has had only a few patents which have not ben assigned to sponsoring
government agencies. For the most par, therefore, royalties or other compensation flowing to

WHOI for patent licenses has been smalL.
Royalties from the licensing of intellectual propert are distrbute internally according to a set
formula. This formula vares greatly from one institution to the next; the inventor's share ca

range from all of the royalties to 15 percent or less. At WHOI, the inventor recives 50 percent
of net royalties from internally pursued patents or 15 percent or the gross plus 50 percent of
additional net royalties from patents license through the Resech Corpration. One reason for

ths diversity in royalty distrbution policies has to do with the sech for an elusive "balance"
between two distict phenomenons. It is believed that awarding full royalties to an inventor may

create a disincentive for resechers to work together and share idea and resech results within
an institution as they tr to avoid the dilution of royalties. On the other hand, the traditional

solution to this problem -- a policy requiring the sharng of royalties -- may create an incentive

1989). .

for resechers to leave an institution and claim full royalties for themselves (Farow, In Prep.,

Universities generay follow the sae policy as WHOI, although there appes to have been a
trend in the last decde away from the use of IPMOs and toward the establishment of tehnology

licensing and trsfer offices within each university (Johnston and Edwards, 1987). Lage
universities such as MI, Staford, Harard, and Columbia all have tehnology licensing offces.
Some of these offices limit their activities to the licensing stage, as does WHOI, while others
pursue the establishment of spin-off commercial ventures (se below).
Intellectual property created by FFRDCs and other laboratories, which are funded predominantly
with government support, usually is owned by the government and made available to the public
through non-exclusive licenses, unless it is kept seret for national seurity reasons.

A relatively new issue concerning tagible resech property (T) has gained increasing

attention. TR may include biologica organisms, such as those develope through
biotechnologica techniques, or unpatentable resech designs. WHOI has had some limited

experience with the licensing of instrment designs for royalties and with the "trding" of
bacteria obtaned from the deep se, hydrothermal vent, biologica communities for grats from
biotechnology companies. TR is a developing area of intellectua propert and deserves close
attention.
Cooperative Resech Centers. These centers are importt tehnology transfer mechanism at

leveL. Beuse there are no national centers established at WHOI, these and some
other technology trsfer mechanisms (discusse below) are represented in Figure 2.
the national

Cooperative resech centers established at universities include the Engineering Reseach Centers
(ERCs) and the Science and Technology Centers (STCs), sta by the National Science
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Foundation (NSF) in 1985 and 1988, respetively. ERCs are designed to stimulate applied
active

engineering resech and include financial support, advice, resech direction, and

parcipation in resech by commercial sponsors. To date, 18 such centers have been

established, including an offshore tehnology center at the University of Texas at Austin and
Texas A&M. STCs are not required to include industr sponsorship or resech paricipation,

but they are expete to transfer tehnology to the industral setor (Walsh, 1988). Eleven STCs
have been established thus far.
The Ocea Drillng Program (ODP) is another example of collaborative resech in the field of

oceaography (Figure 1). ODP is an international parership of governments that taes
worldwide samples and conduct analyses of geologica oc basin cores. Industr collaboration

in ODP is minor, and mostly taes the form of financial commitments from industr in the
United Kingdom. Similarly, there is minor but ocsionally significant industr sponsorship of
resech at academic institutions through the National ~ Grat College Program. There are

several examples of technologies which have been commercialize from Sea Grant resech
efforts or which have helpe marne-related industres becme more productive.
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Technology Transfer Organizations mOs). ITOs ca tae the form of for-profit or nonprofit
corprations, foundations, parerships, or consorta that are established internally or as
independent entities. Unlike IPMOs and their internal equivalents, the primar mission of a ITO
is the creation of spin-off firms (Figure 2).
Other Possible Forms of Technology Transfer
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Figu 2. Technology Trafer Organzations (TOS).

Beuse there usually is no corprate link between a wholly independent s.in-off firm and the

institution from which it emerged, spin-off firms represent, in a sense, discrete tehnology
transfers. However, there often is a continuing relationship between spin-off firms and the
"parent" institution; the firms often find their first customer in the "parent." In many situations,
scientists ca retan some connection with a spin-off firm that is commercializing their tehnology

development, such as serving on the board of directors or as an advisor, without creating a
conflct of interest.
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In the field of ocography, spin-off firms may be the most prevalent form of TTO. Many
small oceaographic equipment firms are spin-offs from ocographic resech institutions

(Broadus, Hoagland and Kite-Powell, 1988). At WHOI, the Public Information Offce has
estimated the tota annual revenues produce by commercial spin-off firms from WHOI at
approximately $50 milion, a figure of the same magnitude as WHOI's annua budget. Whether

this phenomenon is widespread in the field of ocography as a whole remains to be
determined.

A number of universities and other non-profit organizations have established external TTOs as
nonprofit Technology Transfer Foundations. Unless profits are plowed back into resech at the

parent institution, these foundations may be found ineligible for nonprofit ta exemptions. In
many cases, these foundations are established to provide a buffer between a nonprofit resech
institution and a commercial venture, thus limiting liabilty and proteting the parent's ta exempt
status. Among the oldest of these foundations, the Wiscnsin Alumni Resech Foundation
(W ARF) recntly has expanded its role beyond trditional IPMO functions to the creation of a
fully taable subsidiar, which engages in a joint venture to design, manufacture, and market

heang aids. Profits eaed by the subsidiar are added to W ARF's income; all net income from

W ARF is distrbuted back to the university in the same manner as intellectual property royalties
are distrbuted in other institutions.

Parnerships accunt for approximately 50 percent of industr sponsored resech conducted at
universities (TCF, 1984). One form of

parnership, the R&D Limited Parnership, has recived

speial attention becuse of its limite liabilty for investors. R&D limite parerships are
strctured so that one "genera" parer manages, supplies tehnology and other capita, and,

the parership (Reams, 1986). "Limited"
most importtly, assumes liabilty for the actions of
parners supply financial contrbutions or technology in return for an equity share and immediate
ta wnte-offs for investing in "resech and experimentation." Universities or nonprofit reseach

institutions generaly parcipate as limited parers, primary becuse of concerns that their
endowments could be prime tagets for potential commercial product liabilty suits.

It is unknown whether ocographic resech institutions have established R&D limited
parerships as a meas for tehnology trasfer. As an institutional form, R&D limited

parerships appe to hold great promise both for attcting resech funds and for
commercialzing resech results. However, considerable effort is involved in the organization
of such parerships, and to date, the verdict on their final succss is still out.

Conclusions
As a first step toward an understading of technology transfer in the marne setor, we have

focuse on speific linkages between institutions in the field of ocography (WO!) and
industr. Some preliminar conclusions are presente here.
The proporton of industral support for basic scientific resech in ocography probably is
smaller than the national average for all disciplines. (Estimated direct and indirect industral
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support for scientific resech at WHOI averages about one percent of tota sponsored resech,

well below the national average of six percent for all disciplines.) It is possible that the presence
of only minimal industr support of or interest in tehnology trsfer in a basic resech-intensive

field, such as ocography, wil be perceived as an indicator of the lack of "usefulness" or
"value" of resech done in that field. In this case, technology transfer activity ma be an
inaquae measure of the usefulness or value of research. For example, fundamenta resech

directe at understading global sce ocic-atmospheric interactions would have limite
commercia value, at least in the ealy stages. Other criteria base upon: scientific merit, such

as those currently employed by NSF, ONR, NOAA, and other government sponsors, may be
more appropriate methods for determining the usefulness or value of resech results in this field.
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Opponunities for technology transfer do exist in the field of oceanography. These include:

.

increase use of government -brokered tehnology transfer programs such as

coperative centers and Sea Grat;

.

concentration of resech in industr-supported fields such as marne

biotehnology and microelectronics;

.

establishment of industral

liaison programs where the rate of data accumulation

exces current procssing capacity;

.
.

establishment and use of external TTOs; and
establishment or expansion of aggressive internal IPMOs.
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"Strategic Allnces" as an approach to R&D by Electronic Intrument Companies
Malte von Matthiessen

YSI, Inc.
Background

YSI has established a series of strategic goals and objectives for itself.

.
.
.
.

to become a leader in the field of sensor measurement technology, espeially in
the areas of temperature, biosensor, dissolved oxygen and conductivity
measurement.
to compete in the global marketplace by entering markets outside the United

States, including Europe and the Pacific Rim, makng the world our marketplace.
to consult financial business, that is, to generate internal capita nees using the

world economy.
to dedicate ourselves to the concept 'strtegic alliance' within our business

philosophy.

Strategic Allance
By the term 'strategic alliance,' I'm referrng to the classica Greek use of the world 'strategy' - a general

leading an ary. In other words, employing a milta science or ar to the overal

planning of large scale operations to achieve the stated objective.
An alliance ca be thought of as a pact, or confederation among nations cooperating for a

common cause. There are milta alliances, such as the Nort Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO), ecnomic alliances like the Europe Ecnomic Community (EEC), tehnological
alliances, and aliances between government and industr, such as Japan's national trade
business alliances and, of course, there are aliances
organizations. We've sen the emergence of
in our personal
lives, such as marages.
What do global and strategic alliances have to do with electronic instrment companies? Markets

are becoming increasingly global in their orientation. The United States is competing in a global

ecnomy and wil continue to do so for the foreseble future. That all adds up to increase
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competition, and all of the competitors are positioning themselves to tae advantage of the same
market segments.

Added to this stiff competition is a rapidly changing tehnology. Product life cycles that at one
time were perceived on a sce of ten yeas are often three yeas or less now. This constatly
changing technology is extremely costly. People with new ideas want to commercialize these

ideas, facing the cost of capitol as yet another challenge. Every company, large or small, is
competing for the same resources, and as competition intensifies, the resources become more

scce.

Then there are the internal problems that beset most compaes, such as inwardly focuse and

inbred attitudes. There are several steps we have taen at YSI over the past four yeas which
I believe could address some of these challenges which I have just outlined. For example, we've

made a 50 percent investment in joint venture with a Unite Kingdom distrbutor, makng our
distrbutor a joint venture manufacturing company. We believe it wil be helpful to us in the
long run to expand our presence in the Europe economic community. Recntly, we have also
investe in a small resech group, working on miniaturize electrodes, on the campus of the

University of Kansas. This investment was made in exchange for stock, with the option for an
additional 15 percent of their company.
We have also invested in a small venture sta-up operation in Pasadena, California in exchange
for equity position. That company is reseching ways to commercialize a product to permit a

diabetic to tae a bloo saple without having to invade the body.

joint venture with a company in Japan that manufactures temperature sensors; and an
agreement with a biotechnology center at the University of Les in England to jointly develop

We have a

biosensor equipment, a market in which England is emerging as a major contrbutor.
Considerable resech is going on at Cambridge, Oxford, and the University of Surrey.

We are also forming a joint resech institute with Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Scientists and professors at that institute may apply for resech grats from the National Science

Foundation, the National Institute of Heath, or from private foundations.
We have signed a

joint marketing agreement with a hospita supply company. They wil market

one of our products -- a temperature probe with intensive cae application.

Finally, in the past yea, we also acquired ENDECO, an ocographic instrmentation company
in Maron, Massachusetts. We are hopeful that this new presence on the east coast wil attract
technicaly-skilled employees to the company and also expand the uses for YSr s products to
ocographic purpses, for example, for data logging and telemetr.
Putting all this into perspetive then, there are a number of requirements for successful strtegic
alliance. There must be a shared purpse and common values among the parcipants. Mutual
goals should be established. Wilingness to tae risks and trst in each other must exist. In
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summar then, the desired result of strategic alliance -- accssibilty to new markets and
development of new resources -- ca be achieved. Examples of companies and countres

working together come to mind -- alliances that have arculate a national agenda. Allances

which have trly worked together in all areas: labor, management, government, education, the
public and private setor.

We are al aware of such collaborations which tae place in Japan, but it also taes places

succssfully in other countres. Sweden in one very goo example. Some twenty yeas ago,
Sweden was heavily dependent on its primar industr -- automobile, stel, machinery, etc. But

little by little, and without much fanfare, a number of Swedish corprations have been assuming
prominence on the world marketplace as major leaders in certn areas of tehnology.

But for some reason, we canot sem to do that here in the United States. There is little
encouragement at the national

level for such collaboration, so it must be assumed independently.
par of this process.

And I do believe that the issue of survival is an importt

Finally, I would like to emphasize three points in terms of this concept of strategic alliance: (1)

enhance your deployment of resources (2) lea to subordinate your own priorities through
collaboration, and (3) strive for the creative application of new technologies.
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Competitivenes, Security, and Dual-Use Technologies

Gerad L. Epstein
John F. Kennedy School of Government

Harard University

I notice that the title for this session is "Alternative Applications and Avenues for Instrment
Spin-off." What I wil be taking about this morning is spin-off in its largest sense: the entie
relationship between defense and commercial tehnology development. The study I am directing
at Harard concerns dua-use technologies -- those tehnologies having importt applications
to both national defense and international competitiveness. Since we are still in the middle of
our analysis, al of our work to date must be considered preliminar. However, I would like to
share some of our thinking about these issues with you and the committe.
Our group at the Kennedy Schoo¡21 is concentrting on dua-use tehnologies becuse we

believe that understading the relationship between the nation's milita and commercial
tehnology development procsses is importt for developing policies that wil improve both of
them. We are not presupposing that the optimal course is to sek greater integration between

defense and commercial activities. That path is certnly plausible in some cases, just as an
opposite one may be caed for in others. What we hope to do at Harard is create a sound basis
for formulating dual-use tehnology policy in the Unite States and perhaps develop some general
criteria by which we may judge which technologies would benefit from milta-civilan synergy.

Motivation
We are looking at the defense/commercial relationship in the first place becuse the nation's
science and technology system is facing two serious problems tody. On the defense side,
weapons systems are climbing in cost at a rate consistently exceing inflation at the sae time

that future defense budgets are dropping. We sem to have difficulty building systems that are

both affordable and cost-effective. Cost aside, many wonder whether our systems are as
effective as they could be strctly from a milta stadpoint. On the commercial side, our

the Dua-Use Technologies Project are Lewis Branscomb, Harey
Brooks, Ashton Carer, Paul Doty and Dorothy Zinberg of the Science, Technology and Public
21pricipa investigators of

Policy Progra and the Center for Science and International Affairs at Harard's Kennedy
School of Government. Funding is provided by the Caregie Corpration, the Sloan Foundation

and severa corprations.
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international ecnomic competitiveness -- accrding to such measures as balance of trade,
productivity growth and world market share -- is eroding.

These two problems -- fielding effective and affordable defense systems and producing
commercial products that are better or cheaper that their competitors -- are the ones that deserve
our focuse attention. Understading the dual-use relationship is interesting only if it helps us
solve the problems faced individually by our defense and commercial setors.
The Defense Deparment and Dual-Use Technologies Today

In the decdes following World War II, Deparment of Defense (DoD) investments in fields such
as jet aircraft, computers and industral electronics, advance the state-of-the-ar and contributed
to significat U.S. advantages in foreign trade. Notably, DoD procurement dollars were often
more effective than resech and development (R & D) dollars in stimulating these fields. The
United States dominated the world technologically and the Defense Deparment led U.S. industry
in severa areas of technology.

Since the 1950's and 1960's, however, other industrialized democracies have caught up with
and in places surpasse -- the United States. And technology in civilan high-technology industry
has caught up with -- and in places surpasse -- that in the defense setor. Since the 1960's, for
example, Japan and West Germany have spent a larger fraction of their Gross National Product
(GNP) on civilan R&D than did the United States. Since the 1970's, the fraction of GNP spent
on R&D in these countres has matched or exceeed the tota U.S. proporton, even when the
enormous U.S. defense R&D investment is included.

A vibrant and increasingly internationalized civilan high-technology industry exists today, with
DoD now being a minor customer in many areas (such as microelectronics) that it had originally
pioneered and for which it was for many yeas the dominant customer. To keep abreast of the

latest tehnologica advances, the Defense Deparment must be able to draw on commercial
technologies develope in corprations that may not nee, or even be paricularly interested in,
DoD's business. In some areas of technology, one might say that the tal has become the dog.
The Deparment of Defense finds itself attrcting increasing attention, much of it self-generated,
as the possible or principal agent for revitaizing our commercial technology base. This attention
is in par due to DoD' s historica role in pioneering advance tehnology; for better or worse,
the national seurity apparatus of this countr has becme the government's prime repository for

managing large-scae technologica enterprises. For others, noD's managerial experience is less

importt than its political expeience: national seurity provides a rationale for the federal
government to engage in activities it might not otherwise pursue, paricularly with respet to
involvement in commercial business. And there is always the lure of what Professor Lewis

Branscomb cals the "Wily Sutton" theory of industral policy, with the Deparment of Defense
being "where the money is. "
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Dual-Use Interactions

Unfortunately, terms such as "dual-use" and "tehnology trsfer" imply that the application of
defense tehnology to commercial purpses (and vice versa) is a relatively straightforward
procss; that "dua use tehnologies" are black boxes into which defense or commercial activities

ca be plugged interchangeably.

The interactions we are looking at are more complicate and ocur on many levels; they are
impossible to describe fully in a diagram. By dua-use tehnology, we mea not only arfacts
that ca be found in both weapons systems and commercial products but also the underlying

knowledge bas, analytica tehniques, tehnica procsses and design and manufacturing
experience by which we apply our knowledge to solve problems. Focusing on arfacts without

considerig the underlying bas of tehnica knowledge ca be very misleading.

Figure 1, taen from ongoing work by Professor Ashton Carr at the Kennedy School, ilustrates
some of these relationships.22 On this figure, the mai problems facing the nation are in the
horizonta direction -- ensuring that both the defense and the commercial setors function
effectively. Dua-use linkages are represented here by vertca lines. Note that we are

conjecturing that the strongest linkages are those at the sub-tier levels-- the subcontractors and
component suppliers that dea with both milta and commercial clients. We believe these

interactions to be significat, but have not been able to find much quantitative analyses at these
levels. Also note on this diagram are the more indirect linkages between the commercial setor
and milta funded resech in universities and national laboratories. Much of the national
"tehnology trsfer" debate focuses on how well technologies develope in the national

laboratories or in universities becomes utilized in products. However, it is importt to note that
the "horizonta n problems I have mentioned are probably more assoiated with product and
procss design and with production that they are with the resech and development. Therefore,

even if these "tehnology trsfer" linkages are strengthened, the most importt problems may
remain. Focusing primarly on resech and development misses the essence of our problem.
, .

,o

"

,¡,
I

22Ashton B. Carer, "Anatomy of the Dual-Use Relationship," Science, Technology, and
Public Policy Program Discussion Paper 88-05; Figure 8, p. 25.
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Modes of Dual-Use Interaction

Dua-use interactions tae on many forms. Table 1, modeled on a similar table in Professor

Carr's discussion paper, 23 lists severa different modes by which milta activities affect
commercial tehnology development and vice-versa.
Table 1: Modes of Dual-Use Interaction

Example

Mode

Microwave Oven

"Spin-off'

Boing 707

Procurement Pull

Semiconductors
Supercomputers

Co-Development

Jet Engine

Communication Satelltes

"Cross Subsidization"

Nuclea Power

Artficial Intellgence

Generic "Overhead" Resech

Tool Development
Finite Element Analysis
"Commercial Off-the.:Shelf"

MI V AX

Jet Engine Lubricats
Force Diffusion

VHSIC Progra

"Botleg" Industral Policy

SEMATECH
High-Definition TV

Spin-off "Spin-off' refers to those relatively infrequent instace in which a milta product

finds direct application in a civilan product with little modification. A goo example is
development of the microwave oven by the Raytheon Corpration. Raytheon built milita

radars during and after World War n. To assure reliabilty, the magnetron tubes that powered

23This figure, and much of the discussion in this setion, are modeled on "Anatomy of the
Dual-Use Relationship," footnote 2, esp. figure 7.
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the radar were "burned in" for a period of time before the radar was shippe out. The engineer
in charge of the laboratory that ran these tests reaize that the energy these tubes produce could
be use to cook foo. However, this innovation didn't automaticaly becme a commercial

success. It took considerable investment on Raytheon's pa, including the acquisition of the
Amana Corpration, to give Raytheon the experience in consumer product design and provide
it with the necssa distrbution system.
Another example of II spin-oft' in this sense would be the enormously successful Boing 707

airliner, which is closely related to the KC-135 taker ordered by the Strategic Air Command
24

to refuel nuclea bombers on the way to their tagets.

Procurement Pull: The contribution made by the milta to the growth of the semiconductor
industries -- and later, the supercomputer -- took a very different path. Many of the most
importt tehnical advances that led to the present day industres in these fields were not the
result of government funded reseach, but rather followed from private R&D investments made
with the expetation of government purchases. The mere knowledge of a potentially large
market, paricularly one less price-sensitive than typica civilan markets, was sufficient to
motivate considerable private reseach and development investment by firms that hope to
capture that market. Production for the milta enabled companies to lower prices and improve
performance and reliabilty to the point where a commercial market was created.
Co-development: The third mechanism listed here is co-development, where both milta and

commercial markets are clealy identified and have their respetive technica demands coincide.
In such a case, a single development program driven more or less equally by both users ca
satisfy both. Jet engine development followed this modeL.

Cross-subsidiation: "Cross-subsidiation" refers to the development of an expensive tehnologica

infrastrcture by the government that then becmes available to the commercial user with a
modest marginal investment. Commercial communications satelltes would have been impossible
without the investments made in space launch infrastrcture -- boosters, launch sites and ground
support -- by the milta and by the National Aeronautics and Space Administrtion (NASA).

The civilan nuclea power program similarly began by building upon the existing nuclea
weapons infrastrcture. Note, however, that subseuent investments in commercial nuclea

power could hardly qualify as modest.

2"Te 707 is not, however, just a civilan version of the KC-135. Both planes derive from
the same Boing finance 367-80 prototyp taker, which was first flown in 1954 and ealy
studies showed that an optimum diameter for both planes would be 144." Teh KC-135 was
produce with this dimension and first flew in 1956. However, subseuent studies indicated that
precluded the 707 from using
most of the KC-135 tooling. The 707 first flew in 1958.
the commercial airliner should be 4 inches wider, a change that
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Generic Research: Basic and applied resech funded by the government in assoiation with
missions such as space exploration or national defense ca, in a very indirect way, lead to

commercial applications. Artficial intellgence (AI) resech had ben funded in universities by
the Defense Advance Resech Projects Agency (DARPA) for some twenty yeas before
commercially successful applications of the tehnology, albeit modest ones, began to be
markete. Indee, ambitious milta AI objectives such as autonomously operating vehicles and

automate taget recgnition have yet to be achieved.

Development of Tools: Besides their R&D activities, the mission agencies of the federal
government have also been responsible for the development of tols that have subseuently taen

on widespread application. NASTRN is a public domain computer program originally

develope by NASA to analyze mechanica strctures (NASTR is an acronym for NASA
STructural ANalysis). NASTRN is the parent of several importt strctura analysis progras
that are now markete, support and maintaned by private suppliers.

COTS: In some cases, milta users are able to satisfy their requirements by purchasing
components or systems that are available "commercially-off-the-shelt' (COTS). Raytheon
Corpration hope to enter this market when, under license from the Digita Equipment
corpration, it release a miitaze version of a new model V AX computer on the same day

that DEC release the civilan version. In providing the full functional capabilty of the V AX
in a package acceptable for milta use, Raytheon was able to give the milta accss to state-

of-the-ar tehnology in a field where milta systems trditionally lag behind their civilan
counterpars by many yeas. Moreover, ths approach permits milta users to use the vast body
of commercial V AX compatible software.
Forced Difion: The milta on ocsion has mounted a program to force the diffusion of new

technologica practices or tehniques. some describe the milta's Very High Spe Integrate
Circuits program as an attempt to brig the level of tehnology use by milta micro-electronics
producers up to that being embodied in commercial products.

Bootleg Industrial Policy: Finally, the last category on this list is "bootleg" industral policy,
where what otherwise would be deemed unacceptable federal intervention in commercial industr
becmes legitimi by an ostensible national seurity motivation. The Defense Deparment

began funding SEMA TECH, a consortum of semiconductor manufacturers formed to pursue
R&D in semiconductor manufacturing, at a level of $100 millon per yea. That was done after

a Defense Science Board (DSB) report in 1987 wared of the growing dependence of U.S.
weapons systems upon foreign made semiconductors. DoD's requirements for seure supplies
of semi-conductors, argued the DSB, mandated that it tae some responsibilty for ensuring that
the U.S., retan a competitive industr in this area. Similar arguments are advance in support
of DoD parcipation in efforts to create a viable high-definitiQn television industr in this
countr .
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Differences between ~ Defense am ~ Commercial. Sectors

Any analysis of the relationship between the defense and the commercial setors -- and in
parcular, any proposas to sek greater integration between the two -- must recognize the
fundamenta differences between the two. Table 2 summarzes some of the most significant of
these. Whereas, the commercial marketplace is pluraistic and competitive, with many suppliers

and consumers in a great many classes of product, the milta market is a monopsony with the
U.S. government being the only buyer. As a result, government involvement in the defense
setor is heavy and direct. Although governmenta policy certnly affects activities in the
commercial marketplace as well, the interactions are indirect; in this countr, the government
has studiously avoided any activities that might be constred as direct intervention in commercial
markets.
Table 2: Comparisons between Defens and Commercial Production

Market

Defense

Commercial

Monopsonistic

Pluraistic and
competitive

Governent Involvement

Heavy and Direct

Indirect

Time scles

Decdes

Yeas or months

Emphas

Shelf Life

Manufacturing
Cost; Quality

Unique Function

Reliabilty

Production Rate

Low

High

Separate

Integrate and

and Volume

Relationship between
R&D and Production

Interactive

The time sces relevant to typica defense systems are much longer than those pertning to
commercial activities. Decdes ca elapse between the first formulation of a new milta
requirement or the retirement of the subseuent system from active inventories. On the
commercial side, however, product life cycles ca be measured in yeas and a few months ca

spell the difference between success and failure.
The tehnica goals sought by designers of defense systems tyicaly stress unique tehnica

capabilty and a long shelf life. Minimizing cost has ben a senda goal. Commercial
products, on the other hand, are much more cost-sensitive. Low manufacturing cost is
paramount and qualty and reliabilty are emphasize to a greater degree than they have been in
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weapons systems. Lot sizes and production rates for milta systems are low and budget cuts
production is stretched out over a longer period. Commercial
products are typicaly built in larger quatities and at higher rates, although many commercial
products are produce in far smaller quantities than the consumer electronics devices and cas
often lower rates still further as

that are often held out as "typica" commercial products.

Finally on this list, defense procurement policy has enforce a separtion between a system's
R&D and its production: to prevent contractors from deliberately underestimating R&D bids in

the seure knowledge that they could recver their costs and then some in the subseuent
procurement, legislation has decree that milta production contrcts be recompute once the

R&Dhas been complete. In the commercial world, however, a company does not go through
the effort of designing a new product without some expetation that the product wil eventualy
be manufactured. Furtermore, R&D does not stop once the system is in production; market
competition promotes continued redesign and improvement.

Differences between ~ Interests of National Security Policy an Economic Competitiveness
Policy
In addition to the strctural differences between defense and commercial activities described

above, dual-use tehnology policies also must accunt for those areas where milta seurity

interests cal for policies that differ from, or even conflct with, policies for improving this
countr's international ecnomic competitiveness. Such differences or conflcts might make it
preferable to decuple cert fields of milita tehnologies from their commercial counterpars,

for example, or to limit the Deparment of Defense's role in commercial technology policy.
Conflcting Goals

A well known example where the goas of seking milta superiority and of promotig
America high-tehnology industr collde is the issue of export controls. Limiting the export
of high-tehnology products or components in order to limit the tehnologica development of
potential adversaes inherently conflcts with attempts to promote ths countr's export saes and
improve its balance of trde.

Differences in Critica Technologies

Although many dual-use technologies ca be identified that are vita to both milta and

commercial activities, other areas of technology do not find equaly strong support in both
setors. For example, DoD is heavily involved in the aerospace and the electronic industres,
with the federa government estimated to fund 82 percent of the former industr's R&o.and 43
percent of the lattr's for 1989. Other industres are oriente much more strongly towards the

commercial setor. For example, the government wil fund only an estimated 3 percent of the
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chemica industr's 1989 R&D.2S Bang significat changes in its mission, DoD would not
be expeted to be the focus of progress in many areas of tehnology importt to the commercial

ecnomy.
Institutional a. Cultural Mismatches
Considerable differences have develope between milta activities and commercial activities in
terms of corprate strtegy and strcture, business practices and engineering design philosophy.

Many of these differences were discusse in the previous setion and many of those are
fundamenta to the different missions of the defense and the commercial setors. Other reasons

for divergence between the defense and commercial setors may not be inherent, but they
neverteless loom large today.
Much of the business activities of the two setors, for example, are segregated. although most

defense contrcting is done with companies having significat commercial business (of the 78
firms with the highest milta saes in 1987, only 12 had more milta saes than commercial),
these firms tend to conduct defense business in separate divisions, usually having very different
administrative practices and technical and business "cultures" from those use on the commercial
side.

Reasons for the separtion include procurement regulations, accounting stadards and business
practices mandate by the government. No matter how much some may wish government to

adopt the practices of the private setor and the efficiencies that market demands impose, there
are fundamenta and inherent differences between the government and the private setor that may
prevent substatial integration of the defense setor with the rest of the economy.

Summar
My colleagues and I believe that understading the relationship between the milta and the
commercial technology development systems ca provide useful insight in formulating policies
leave us better able both to defend ourselves and to improve our stadad of living. We
that wil
are hopeful that areas of synergy ca be identified and exploited. However, intellgent policymakng wil also require that conflcts between defense tehnology policy and our strategy for
promoting civilan economic competitiveness be understoo as well.

2SBattelle Memorial Institute, Probable Levels of R&D Expenditures in 1989: Forecast and

Analysis. Decmber 1988, p. 12.
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Basic Services and Inruentation Opportnities in Mobile Satellte Communication
John Fuechsel

Martime Service, COMSA T

Background

COMSA T is the designate representative of the Unite States to both INELSA T (International
Point Satellte System) and INARSAT (International Martime Satellte System). In addition

to being a martime satellte system, INARSA T is also becmig a mobile system for
aeronautica and land mobile uses.
COMSAT's products have definite potential for application to mare instrmentation. We do
not supply the equipment to our clients, just satellte accss. Equipment manufacturers sell

terminals which are ty approved for use in the INRSA T system.
COMSAT has extensive oversight by U.S. governmenta agencies. The Deparment of State

directs positions to be taen in meetings of the council -- INRSA T's board of directors. The
FCC regulates COMSA T as a common caer, approves COMSA T's taffs and limits market
entr through its jurisdictional procss.

The National Telecommunicating and Information Administrtion (NT A) is the chief of staf for

government telecmmunications policy. House within the Depament of Commerce, its role
is to act as a liasion between the varous government oversight agencies and COMSA T. The
Coast Guad overses safety issues. Since INMARSA T began as a safety system it has taen on
a major saety role under IMO (International Martime Organization).

COMSAT's ~
COMSA T' s service offerings, for Stadard-A ship-ea stations in the INARSA T system have

both telex and voice capabilties; these are interconnected with public switched networks. Telex
ca be thought of as the common denominator -- one ca send a message anywllere in the world

with telex. Telex, however, is not a parcularly efficient service since it only runs at 50 baud
and cost $4.00 per minute. High volume customers do much better trsmitting data using the

voice channel since it is easier to achieve a throughput of 2400 bits per send at $10.00 per
minute.
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We are seing a high use of facsimile, which, like other data applications, are trsmitted over
the high quality voice channel -- that is, higher quality compaed to the public switched telephone
network. When running medium spe data, the quaity of the dial up line wil probably be
sacrifice. For higher data rates, a conditioned line to COMSAT's ea station is neeed.
COMSA T wil faciltate interconnection with other networks at its two ea stations in California
and Connecticut. The Deparment of Defense has expresse interest in AUTOVON and DDM
connections; the civil government has expresse interest in FTS, and there are certn packet data
networks that the ocographic community intends to use.

What Comsat has to offer
Generally speng, COMSAT can offer many "high teh" services which peple in this countr

want to use and, of course, our public switched network wil support these better than the
networks of other countres.
COMSA T is also being use by law enforcement agencies, disaster relief agencies, for collection

of environmenta reports and volunteer weather observer messages. In addition, it is employed
for the dissemination of warings and alerts and the genera faciltation of cleace of ships,

cago, passengers, crew and crew effects.

We plan to introduce a small, compact Stadard-C termal which uses an omni-directional
antenna. Much of the existing service over the past twelve yeas has use what we cal a
Stadard-A terminal which has a tracking, stabilze, 85 centimeter dish under a radome and

supports both telex and data services.

Approximately 10 percent of our terminals are land trsportbles. The FCC scrutinizes
applications fairly closely. In remote areas, it is relatively easy to obtan a license. In
metropolita areas, however, use of other existing facilties wil be encouraged.
Ocographic Ap"plications

We find that the ocographic community tends to use the highest state-of-the-ar tehnology;
due in par to a greater familarty with computers and modems, and a desire to get the maximum
efficient use from a system. There are some new and noteworty trends emerging in

ocography -- many of the sensors have a high volume output. The current profier puts out
too much data to pass through the GOES satellte or in the ARGOS system.

There has been a big surge in hydrographic surveying capabilty which faciltates many other
things, such as electronic chars. We have worked jointly with NOAA and a private contractor
on developing expendable bathythermograph observations. And we have also worked closely
with the University National Ocographic Laboratory (UOLS) organization and their resech
vessel operators.
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Global Martime Distress ai ~ System
I consider this Distress and Safety System to be a major initiative which is long overdue. We
are now at the threshold of its introduction and expet it to make a significat impact on the
marne equipment market. It is the first significat overhaul of the Martime Distress System
since the days of the Titaic. The original safety treaty speified in great detal how the system
would work: it caled for speific safety equipment abod the ships and mandated a radio

operator to be able to use manual Morse Code. These mandates beme mired within the
bureaucratic language of the international treaty to the point that changing any par of them
meat a major overhauL.

The radio unions were reticent about makng changes for severa yeas and it took quite awhile
to get to the point we are at now, which is the result of a diplomatic conference. For instace,
phasing out manua Morse telegraphy is going to mea a new trning role for the martime

academies. We expet that the third mate wil inherit the duty previously provided by the radio

operator. The presumed absence of the radio operator on ships in the future wil mea a
financial saving to the ship operator which is more than sufficient to pay for the new equipment.

One vessel manager report that it cost $200,00 a yea to keep a radio officer on each one of
his ships. However, that doesn't mea there won't be a role for radio officers on certn select
ships where management chooses to retan on-board maintenance services voluntaly. The treaty

only requires maintenance for saety equipment; it does not address electronic cago monitoring
devices and engine controls and other sophisticate equipment for which the operator may elect
to keep a maitenance capabilty on board.

We are finding that much of the modern modular equipment for the GMDSS is not parcularly
suscptible to shipboard maintenance. It wil not be a treaty requirement that a quaified
maintaner be on board, provided the Ship has access to in-port repair services in the course of
its normal route.
The changing philosophy of GMDSS from what was basicay a ship-to-ship alerting system to
a ship-to-shore alertng system puts the responsibilty of sech and rescue assistace for ships
in distress on the shore authorities.
Implementation of these measures wil begin in 1992 and extend through 1999. Generally

speng, the develope countres preferred to move rapidly to minimize the overlap period
during which both systems have to be supported and to tae advantage of the savings in the

tehnology as son as possible. Underdevelope nations sought to stretch the trsition out as
long as they could. I look for significat implementation ealy in the trsition period to avoid

last-minute problems.
GMDSS

There are four basic GMDSS areas -- AI, A2, A3, and A4. A1 is within VHF rage of the
shore and A2 is within MF rage of the shore. A3 is the area of satellte coverage, which is
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pretty nealy global. Except for the polar areas -- A3 includes virtualy all of the navigable
water. A4 is that par of the high ses outside of INMARSA T coverage. We have a small pieshape gap in the southeastern Pacific which wil be close before the transition begins by
creating a fourt operating region in the western Atlantic.

I mentioned that our Stadard-A terminal was the existing one; either a Stadard-A or a
Stadard-C terminal wil meet the treaty requirements. Stadad-C wil be a much smaller
terminal, -- it has an omni-directional antenna about the size of a football, and the below-decks
equipment resembles a modem. The whole package wil probably sell for about $5,00, while
the Stadard-A terminal wil command $35,00 to $40,00.
Some of the GMDSS equipment requirements would include either a satellte terminal or a highfrequency radio teletyp system with automate digita selecte caling. The philosophy here is
to trsition radio watches to a ringer typ service, rather than a 'line' audio watch.

We find that ships maintaning a watch using voice frequency invarably have problems with the
volume being turned down or the squelch adjuste improperly. The system is a fairly loose one
at present and distracting for the listener.
Additional equipment
Certn auxilar equipment that wil be required includes a NA VTEX reciver for coasta

dissemination of marne safety information and distress alerts. It has a rage of 50 to 200 miles,

depending on how much power is being use. The broadcast is on the MF frequency 518 KHZ
and is directly printed aboard ship. NA VTEX is now available and must be caed aboard ship
by 1993.

The Safety NET reciver is basicaly a recive-only Stadard-C INMARSA T terminal. It has
very attractive selective alertng features which I mention becuse it wil give insight into other
ways this system might be use.

When it is caled Safety NET, it is a system that disseminates distress alerts and marne saety
information on the high ses. Fleet NET refers to the commercial counterpar.

We expet that most ships wil fit a full Stadard-C trsciver in addition to the Stadard-A.
A recive-only terminal is adequate, but the extra transmitter probably costs just $2,00, and is
a wonderful back-up for the Stadard-A system which has a tracking, stabilzed antenna. If there
is ever any trouble with the terminal it is usualy the fault of the tracking mechanism.

Furtermore, having a backup system onbard relieves one from onboard maintenance

requirements.

Safety NET ca alert ships selectively in a geographica area and address all ships in anyone of
16 NA V areas. You rarely want to alert a whole oc region but you ca alert all ships within
100 miles of a given geographical point. If there is no response the first time, the alertng radius
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ca be increase. The watch has to key in the position of the ship periodicaly or connect a
navigation reciver to the Stadard-C terminal.

Another GMDSS equipment required aboard ship in 1993 is the satellte Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Becon (EPIR), operating with the COSPAS-SARSAT satellte transmitters
which are not par of the INMARSA T system. The orbiting satelltes locte the EPIRB while
reciving its alertg signal. At present, EPIRBS work on the old frequency of 121.5 MHZ,

and the satellte must be in sight of both the person in distress and the shore reciving station

simultaeously; otherwise, noboy heas the signal since it is not recrded on the satellte.
When the new 406 MHZ EPIRS come out, there wil be a refined locting capabilty onboard
and the reaout facilty, which wil mea trly global coverage for the first time.
In addition to these features, the existing medium frequency voice system base on 2182 KHZ
is retaned but with digita selective caling. The MF coverage area we cal A2, -- the coasta

zone to about 100 miles offshore. The VHF instaled is also retaned with digita selective
caling and serves the A 1 coverage which is within that zone covered by VH from shore, -about 20 mies.
I mentioned that A1 and A2 are not very significat areas in this country becuse there is rea

doubt about whether the Coast Guad wil implement their shore network to provide alertng
services for the A1 and A2 areas. If we should have an A1 or A2 area, ships that do not leave
those coasta zones would not have to be equippe with the high ses equipment.
Stadard-C System

I would like to mention a few things about the Stadad-C system now, becuse it wil have

many applications in ocography. It is a data-only store-and-forward system which operates
in nea rea time. The new INMARSA T Stadard-C service is a system which uses the same
satelltes as the Stadad-A system which I have describe, but with much smaler and less
expensive terminal equipment on the ship.

Stadad-C is a digita data only service with a through-put of 60 bits per send,--thats about
10 times the spe of the Stadard-A Telex Service.

Stadard-C is attctive from several stadpoints; it wil open the satellte communication market
to much smaller vessels such as yachts and fishing vessels. It is identica tehnology to what wil
be use to serve the emerging land mobile community. This could create a hybrid market in

which certn users operate a terminal primarly aboard a vessel but ocsionaly from a land
vehicle. However, the greater significace of a combined market has to do With ecnomy of
sce. Beuse the land mobile market is potentialy many times larger than the martime
market, we wil benefit from lower equipment and operating costs than would be the casé if we
had to depend on the martime market alone.
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Stadard-C wil disappoint some users who prefer a voice capabilty but there are many positive
aspets of a data service that deserve mention. Data is a precise mode with a printe recrd of
trffic exchanged and not as vulnerable to the misinterpretation and por recllections often

assoiated with verbal exchanges. It is also much more efficient in use of the space segment and
therefore less costly than voice service.
Stadard-C is a tre computer-age service which utilizes personal computers as an input-output

of electronic mail box

device and operates in a nea rea time store-and-forward mode, tyica

applications. The store-and-forward application also avoids the nee to get a direct connection

with the message addresse, which ca be a rea problem with full duplex communications. The

usual satellte data integrity ca also be expete since the Stadad-C system operates at 1200
bits per send with half of the capacity dedicate to forward error correction.

There is currently a pre-operational Stadard-C service in the Atlantic oc region which is
available for demonstration purpses. There is no charge for use of the space segment during
the pre-operational period but telex land-line access charges must be paid. In addition to telex,
the operational service wil be accesse by packet data networks.

Some technica characteristics of the Thrae and Thrane Stadad-C Ship Ea Station include
the following:

Omni-directional antenna:

Rx G/T -24dBK

Small Size:

Electronics 3" X 8.4" X 10.9"
Antenna 15.6" X 5.5"

Lightweight:

Electronics 4.5 pounds

Typical Power Requirements:

5-40 VDC 15/50 Watts

Typical Interfaces:

Centronics

Antenna 3.5 pounds
9-33 VDC

RS 232 C

NMEA 0183

T-Bus Interface (CCI- V.10)
(Interfacing a navigation recliner such as LORAN-C or GPS for fleet management and Safety

NET locting is a speific application.)
While the foregoing Thrae and Thrae speifications describe the only terminal currently typ-

accpted by INARSA T, several other manufacturers have equipment in varous stages of
development, including SNEC, JRC, FURUNO, TOSHIA and EB Nera. Note, however, that
no U.S. manufacturers have entered the Stadad-C market as yet. Terminal costs are currently
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running $6,00 to $8,00 without input-output devices but are expete to run below $5,00
with competition.

The Stadard-C Ship Ea Station wil meet equipment caage requirements speified by the
IMO for the new Global Martime Distress and Safety System, and the recive portion of the
terminal, if equippe with Enhance Group Calling (EGC) softare is the Safety MET reciver

speified by IMO for recipt of high ses navigational warings and distress alerts. Fleet NET
is a commercial counterpar to the Safety NET broadcast service. The charge for broadcast
services applies only to the originator,-- vessels recive the broadcast without cost.
The pre-operational service in the Atlantic wil end when the first Coast Ea Station is ready

for full commercial service. This is likely to be the British Station in the spring of 1990.
COMSA T is currently modifying its two ea stations in Connecticut and Calfornia to provide

Stadard-C service and we hope that work wil be complete by the summer of 1990, which is
also the taget date for full operational service in the Pacific. The Indian Oc Stadad-C
service should also go into operational status through the Norwegian Coast Ea Station ealy
in 1990.

COMSA T has not yet fied Stadad-C taff proposas with the FCC but expets to do so soon.

The projecte taff filings wil ca for:
Ship to Shore

$1.05 per kilobit
$1. 25 per kilobit
$.45 per kilobit

Shore to Ship

Safety NET Broadcast
Fleet NET Broadcast
Brief Data Reports

(to be determined)

$10 per report (not exceing
32 bytes or 256 bits)

The brief data reports are quite affordable and are intended to faciltate the collection of synoptic
environmenta data, Fleet management and similar services neeing recurrng brief reports.
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The Status and Promi of Electronic Chart
Mortmer Rogoff
Radio Technica Commission for Martime Services (RTCM)

Introduction

benefit from
new technology applied to ship handling and safe navigation. These changes wil result from the

The martime world is about to enter a new decde with the expetation that it wil

introduction and widespread use of a varety of systems of electronic chars.

Electronic chars are the equivalent of conventional paper nautica chars that are create by a

computer on board a vessel and displayed to the user by meas of an electronic screen. They
are almost always coupled to an electronic navigation system, resulting in the display of the
vessel's position on the electronic char and as an option ca also be connecte to the vessel's

rad. Doing so adds an image of the situation surrounding the vessel, showing other vessels
and the position of aids to navigation and objects on shore.
An electronic char system is endowed with varing degrees of capabilty and sophistication,
depending upon the use for which it is designed, the stadads it is intended to meet and the
price at which it is offered. These rage from the units intended for use aboard yachts and

pleasure craft to those designed to be instaled on large, deep draft oc-going vessels that move
around the world. The units on recreational vessels generaly possess just one smaller display
screen of medium to low resolution and are intended to be an additional aid to the navigation of
the vessel. At the other extreme, larger systems place on commercial vessels may possess two
or even three displays, use large screens of high resolution, employ a radar overlay and are
intended to be the legal equivalent of a paper nautica char.

An importt aspet of electronic chars -- a quality that sets them apar from virtally all other
forms of martime electronics -- is the fact that the nautica char is a legal document. Paper
chars are accted in courts of law as the meas for describing vessel movements before and at

the time of accidents and in some cases may actually be the cause of legal action if the chars
are found to be in error. The legal nature of the electronic char implies that if it is to be widely
accepted by users, it must be acceptable to legal authorities. Fortunately, this is increasingly the
case and provisional stadads prepared by international and national bodies are being issued.
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The world of electronic chars divides itself into two categories: those that are intended to be
as the legal equivalent of a paper char, and those that are an aid to navigation where the
conventional paper char meets the legal caage requirement.
use

This paper wil discuss both typs in order to describe the status and future development of this
emerging field of application in the martime electronics industr.

The Technology Qf Electronic Chars

Electronic Char systtms are derived from computer tehnology and in parcular from the
strengths and capabilties of the personal computer. An electronic char system involves the
following elements:

1. A stored replica of a nautica char in digita with varous features held in a set of fies
all related to the area covered by the digitized char. Thus, the loction and description
of buoys, lights and other aids to navigation are each kept in a separate file and caed

to the screen whenever the parcular feature is selecte for viewing. Some items, like
the coastlne, are generally always in view; others may be selecte at the user's option.

The sce of the display is selectable by the user, and it adheres closely to the sce of
the char of data from which it was create. If rada is employed, the sce of the char

wil match the sce of the radar image being added to the display.
The program that controls the on-board computer incorprates a scheme for the automatic

selection of the displayed char base upon the loction of the vessel. In this mode of
operation, the char in view always includes the current position of the vessel. In other
cases, the user ca select any area contaned in the computer's files to display other
places of interest.
2. A positioning system that loctes the vessel and which generates a symbol on the display

that represents ths position. This electronic system ca be Lora, the newer Global
Positioning System (GPS), one or more of the other satellte positioning systems, or a
Dead Reckoning estimate of position base upon an input of vessel spe and course.

3. An electronic display that combines char information with the vessel's position. Color
is generaly employed to distinguish shore from water areas and to display buoys and
lights in their actual colors. However, some of the lower cost systems may offer only

a monochrome display. .
The resolution of the display determines the degree of deta that ca be incorprated in

the electronic char.
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optional feature of some
systems. This image is displayed in characteristic colors in order to clealy differentiate
the presence of other vessels or objects from the shoreline, water, and the vessel's own

4. A radar image that is overlaid on the electronic char is an

symboL.

5. A computer program that provides the abilty to make the computations assoiated with
the vessel's future position as it maneuvers

voyage or route planning, with a prediction of

in restrcted waters and that recrds the historic position of the vessel during the journey.

Electronic Char Systems Use as the Legal Equivalent Qf ¡ Paper Char

The larger, more expensive and more sophisticated electronic char systems are intended to be
the legal equivalent of a paper char. These systems meet or exce the requirements set fort
in the Provisional Stadard for Electronic Char Display and Information Systems (ECDIS)
issued by the International Martime Organization (IMO). To meet these requirements, the
ECDIS must display the minimum required set of char features, must utilize a high resolution

screen (at least 1000 x 100 pixels), be capable of simultaeous display of the situation in the
immediate vicinity of the vessel and of other areas to be use for route planning or position look
ahead, optionaly display a radar overlay while maintaning the resolution level of the char and
other technicay demanding features.
The computer memory (Le., mass storage in the form of hard disks, optica disks, etc.,) required
for storig char fies in these larger systems must be sufficiently extensive to cover the nees

of the intended routes. All ships must ca chars of the areas involved in their journey. Oc
going, deep-drat vessels engaged in world commerce would be expete to have on fie
electronic char data for all of the ports to be encountered on a voyage. This might involve
hundreds of char files consisting of the data for these ports compiled in separate files at separte

scaes.

Lage ECDIS systems that are use in place of paper chars wil be equippe with facilties for
automaticaly updating it's char data and displays. Ships arving at a port wil have had these
fies update by radio broadcast while en-route, thereby displaying any char changes appropriate

to that harbor. Also, any warings of temporar dager or hazds to navigation wil be
broadcast resulting in suitable displays on the ECDIS screens.

These systems wil also be equippe with data fies contaning supplementa information, such
as the data contaned in Light Lists, Coast Pilot, Tida Tables, etc., all in a format suitable for
display on dedicated displays or on the chars themselves.
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Electronic Qi Systems ~ as an Aid IQ Navieation

Probably the largest number of users of electronic chars wil be those marners who use them

as an aid to navigation, rather than as a replacement or substitute for a paper char. When the

paper char is on bod it fulfills the legal requirement for char caage. When an electronic
char system is also available many of the conveniences and safety features and benefits of the
ECDIS are also present.
These smaller systems are charcterized by reduce memory requirements (since they nee ca
fewer chars of reduce resolution), they may use smaller, monochrome displays insted of full

color and they may, or may not, have provision for utilizing a rada overlay. Since they are not

considered to be the legal equivalent of paper chars, they may not include all of the char
features deemed to be essential for a legal ECDIS. Neverteless, these systems are effective in
displaying vessel position, the progress made towards waypints or destination and in performing
caculations normally assoiate with chars.

Updating the Electronic Char

One of the great conveniences resulting from the use of electronic chars is the abilty to revise
data contaned within the fies of the shipboard equipment and the subseuent display of updated
information. Electronic displays ca be altered by the recipt of radio data messages that contan
permanent or tempora changes within varous harbors. Updting the chars in ths maner

provides the marner with the assurace that he possesses the latest information concerning the
status of the harbor, aids to navigation and the presence of newly identified hazds as he transits
the harbor.

While updating is tehnicaly feasible it does require an administrtive infrastrcture that has not
yet been established. Radio broadcasting of Notices to Marers is provided now by the Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA) in the Unite States. These are in the form of radio teletyp messages
that ca be printed on board ship for use in the manua correction of nautica chars. Notices

to Marners are published in printed form each week and Lo Notices to Marners applying to
loc areas in the United States are available each week from Coast Guard Distrcts as a prite
publication.

In addition, there are a number of radio broadcasts of warings to martime interests relating to
the meteorologica or navigational hazds, essentially of a tempora nature, that are of a
concern but not the subject of permanent changes to nautica chars.
None of these existig meas are designed to trsmit digita data messages in a format

compatible with an on bod computer in order to alter electronic displays. The existing
administrative strcture is designed to place updting data in the hands of shipboard personnel
who ca make manua changes to paper chars. Changes in this environment wil be required
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in order to tae full advantage of the automation of updting implicit in the use of electronic
chars.
There wil be trals and demonstrations of updting electronic chars held in connection with

varous projects during the next few yeas that wil explore the parmeters involved in automatic

updating. Such questions as data volume, frequency of updtes, appropriate modes and formats

of radio data transmission, etc., wil all be explored in order to establish the basis for a
permanent national and international activity of this ty.

The Benefits Resulting From the ~ of Electronic Chars

The principal benefits resulting from the use of electronic char ca be summarze as follows:

Enhanced Safety of Martime Oprations. Safety is affecte in two ways: there is much more
effective communication of the tactical situation concerning ship operation and control. The
display clealy and continuously shows vessel's position relative to hazds and the safe route to
the selected destination. The increase level of effectiveness of the display wil trslate into an

enhance level of saety, espeially when the vessel is operating under difficult conditions.

The abilty to update the char display assures the existence of knowledge on the bridge of any
hazds that might have just appeed, which, if not known, might endanger the vessel.

Convenience of Opration. The electronic char is clealy a more convenient source of
information concerning the operation of a vessel. It's displays concentrte in one loction al of

the facts required for sae navigation. This is espeially the case when operation under

conditions of reduce visibilty in areas of high trffc and reduced maneuverig room. The
displays are ergonomicaly effective; color is use to differentiate between land, se and the
presence of objects in the water.

The fact that the char is generated by an on board computer adds versatility to the act of using

a nautica char. For example, the caculation of distaces and beangs -- a common use of a
paper char -- is done expeitiously on an electronic char by simply moving a cursor from one

point to another. The computer rapidly caculates and displays the course and distace between
the selected points. Similarly, the identification and storage of waypints along a desired track
is done easily and rapidly by keystroke (without the nee to measure and enter latitudes and
longitudes) and storage in the computer's memory.

the nautica char is a far more
Convenience of Char Storage and Use. The electronic format of
compact form of storage and a far more convenient meas of accss to stored chars than is the

paper counterpar. A single compact disk ca store hundreds of chars in contrst to the storage
volume required for the paper varety. Moreover, more than one char area ca be studied at

once by exploiting the "window" features of modern, high-resolution electronic displays.
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The Probable Future Qf ~ World Qf Electronic Chars
Electronic chars are just moving into an era of accptace and exploitation. This advance ca
be attrbute to the following factors:

1. Recgnition by national and international hydrographic and regulatory agencies of
stadad forms of electronic chars.
2. Continued progress in the field of personal computers and computer components,

resulting in greater procssing power in physicaly smaler enclosures at lower cost.
Also, the continuing improvements in graphics display devices and assoiate graphics
procssing components.

3. Improved availabilty of electronic positioning systems, such as the Global Positioning
System and other satellte systems.
4. The increasing availabilty of digita char databases from a varety of sources.

5. An increase awareness that electronic char systems ca make a major contrbution to

the safety of ship operations and ca also make a significat contrbution to the
prevention of eclogica damage to shoreline areas.
Given these factors, we ca expet to se a rapid increase in the instalation and use of electronic

char systems. Both classes of systems wil benefit. The legal ECDIS, now much closer to
approval by governments as a replacement for the paper char, wil be instaled on many deep-

draft oc going vessels. Indee, in some cases, they wil most likely be required. There is

a goo probabilty that future legislation or regulation wil mandate the use of ECDIS on large

vessels caing hazdous cagoes in or nea shore and harbor areas.
The operating cost reducing potential of ECDIS wil appe to ship owners and operators.
ECDIS, wil result in substatial
Avoidace of collsions or groundings, attrbutable to the use of

economies. Similarly, the elimination of the labor involved in continuous char correction and

updating wil contrbute to cost reduction in ship operations. Finally, the increase effectiveness
of the ECDIS display wil encourage both operators and administrators to approve the reduction

in manning on the bridge, resultig in significat labor cost savings.
Those ship owners that instal electronic char systems as an aid to navigation, rather than as a
substitute for paper chars, wil rapidly grow in numbers. This is already the case for yachtsmen
who have instaled tens of thousads of these systems around the world. These numbers wil
increase as more and more areas are covered by the new positioning systems, providing easy
loction marked as a symbol on the electronic char. The yachtsman's navigation
problems are easily solved by these systems and the large number of instalations attest to this
accss to vessel

fact.
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Fishermen and operators of workboats, ferrboats, and tugs are all potential users. With product

costs rapidly dropping, the increase availabilty of authentic digita chars and the automatic
broadcasts of char updates on the horizon, it is a nea certnty that, in time, electronic char

systems wil becme a stadard fixture on ships of all sizes and nationalities.
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Progra to Improve the Safety of Tankers and other Hazrdous Liquid Cargo Carrers
Operating in U.S. Waters

Wiliam M. Pease
Raytheon Company

Background

The Port and Tanker Safety Act of 1978 was enacte to reduce the likelihoo of accidents
involving oil takers and other hazdous liquid cago caers in U.S. waters. Among other
provisions, the act required a full complement of modern electronic navigation aids, including

collsion avoidance equipment. It also required Vessel Traffic Services (VS) to be instaled in
the major U.S. ports.

Ten yeas of experience gained since the enactment tells us that despite whatever progress in
saety was made, much more nees to be done. Oil spils, large and smal, are ocurrng many
hundreds of times each yea in U.S. waters. The EXXON VALDEZ catastrophe26 was the
largest of what is now recgnized as the most prevalent ty of accident -- vessel groundings

involving navigation or piloting errors of judgment from misinformation or neglect. In some

cases, the competency of ship's officers or pilots has also been caled into question.
In view of these circumstaces, land-base trffic monitoring systems are the only meas to bring
about a significat increase in the safe operation of ships and thus reduce the threat of spils and

their impact on the mare environment. This is not to say that ship board systems should be
ignored. It is importt to improve the automation of the myriad routine detals involved in a

ship's operation. Doing so would free ship's offcers for accurate and timely watchkeeping

which is key to efficient navigation. Also, shipboard and land base systems wil have to be
designed for the cooperative actions necssa to achieve maximum safety.
At present, VTS and other shore-base radar coupled with appropriate communication are the

principal meas for monitoring marne traffic from land. At this time, only a few harbors and
a tiny fraction of the costlne are covered by VTS. Each of these instalations includes radar
and communications as the principal facilties. Expanding this radar and communications

coverage to monitor al costa zones may sem to be the obvious direction to, tae to improve

the coverage by shore-base monitoring facilties. However, this in fact is not the case because

2~ell publicize grounding incidents in New England waters were the ARGO MERCHANT
off Cape Cod in 1977 and the WORLD PRODIG~ entering Narganset Bay in 1989.
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of the inherent limitations of radar. The rage of rada is limite to the horizon, and visibilty
ca be obscured by topography and structures. Even using towers of maximum height, it would

require a great number of them to cover the essential navigable waters -- and then adequate
coverage couldn't be guarantee. Clealy, a better approach to the problem is neeed.

The Port and Tanker Safety Act requires the following navigation equipment on board all vessels

of 10,00 or more gross tons:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

a dual radar system

an ARPA (automatic radar plotting aid to IMO speifications)
an electronic position fixing device
adequate communications equipment
a sonic depth-finder
a gyrocompass

up-to-date chars

All of the equipment and systems available to meet these seven requirements have been improved

since 1978. Position fixing by LORAN-C and GPS and communications by INARSA T have
improved most dramaticaly in both performance and in reduce cost. Improvement in charng
wil also ocur as electronic char data is employed in conjunction with the data from other

equipment to enhance the safety and accuracy of on-board navigation.
One concet of a system to accomplish comprehensive shore-base monitoring of all taers and

other hazdous liquid cago caers is base on the mandatory reportng of position of all such
vessels in U.S. waters. The reporting of position ca be made manualy or it ca be automate

by a device connected to a LORAN-C and/or GPS reciver(s). This makes it possible to
periodicaly collect and format position data (and possibly data from other sensors) for
transmission via INARSAT'S low-cost Stadad-C service to ground-base facilties where the

data would be procsse automaticay. Possibly as few as two such facilties locte one on
each coast could handle the traffic. The position reports would be monitored by a computer
relative to defined permissible navigation areas. Any vessels out of, or approaching the limits

of, these areas would then be flagged for manual interrogation via an INARSAT Stadad-A
voice channeL.

Such a position reportng system does not eliminate the nee for radar base VTS' for harbors.
At short range, radar determines position relative to shorelines, buoys and strctures more
accurately than does LORAN-C or GPS. Furtermore, rada images accurately superimpose
on electronic chars show position of traffc relative to depth contours, underwater hazds, and
the boundares of navigation channels.
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In addition to the safety improvements made possible by shore-base trffic monitoring are the
improvements on-board the vessels themselves. Ships equippe for automatic position reportng
should furter equip themselves with integrated navigation systems to conform accurately to their
intended route plan. Full automation of the integrate navigation function is importt on ships
with reduce bridge personnel. Both visual and electronic watch keeping wil continue to be

extremely importt for saety. The less time that's spent in routine navigation and operational
tasks the more time there is available for watch keeping.
Integrated navigation systems of varing degrees of sophistication exist today. All of the

tehnologies required for fully automatic integration are saling today. Route planning is done
by reference to data extrcte from paper chars. This is adequate for the present but wil be
greatly improved with the advent of electronic chars. The only deterrent to immediate
widespread use of integrate navigation is the necssity to prove that such systems have the

required reliabilty and performance. Vessels so equippe and saling are now being caefully
followed for the data that wil provide that proof.
When considering the value of updating the Port and Tanker Safety Act to establish new, higher
levels of saety, it is apparent that there's a nee for a thorough study of the entwined policy and

tehnica issues involved. Some of the issues that should be addresse in that study are the
following:
1. In U.S. waters, should government (e.g. Coast Guard) exercise some degree of

control over route plans for takers and hazdous liquid cago caers? For example,
should route plans of takers and hazdous liquid cago caers be fied before deparure
from U.S. ports or upon entr int U.S. waters? Would this result in improved safety
becuse of the greater cae that would be exercise? A study of past grounding incidents
should revea ths.

2. Should the reportng of position be made mandatory? Should this reportng be made

automatic? Should such position reports be automaticaly recived at a central data
procssing site and use to determine the relationship to the route plan and safe
navigation areas? What frequency of reportng would be required? What other data
besides position, time, and ship's identification should be included (e.g., equipment
failure reports)?
4. Should VTS be extended to more harbors and congeste waterways? Would the

present and future VTS systems be improved by employing the latest available
tehnology? What cordination would be required between VTS and a comprehensive

position reportng system?

5. Beuse other studies aimed at improving saety and reducing damage to the
environment are being initiated or are underway, the merits of all promising approaches
should be compared on a formal basis to assist in the determination of the most effective
and feasible one.
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One example is an America Petroleum Institute task force report which was made following the
EXXON V ALDEZ grounding of Bligh Reef in Prince Wiliam Sound. That study asked for

more strngent government regulation. Speificaly, the following were recmmended:
Mandatory participation of all tankrs in the Coast Guard 'advisory traffc systems' tha
use radr and radio to monitor and advise vessels as the move through port and harbor
areas, and possible expansion of

these systems into more regions.

Federal legislation to establish uniformly high qualifcations for all state pilots who
operate in U.S. waters.

Zero tolerance of substance abuse, including drug and alcohol testing as part of offcer
licensing procedures.

Improved training standards for all personnel involved in cargo handling and bridge
management.

Tug assistance or suitable maneuvering equipment in areas where Coast Guard sees
unuSual navigation haards.

The first of these recommendations is consistent with the suggeste position reportng system and
VTS augmentation describe here. For the reasons given, it is not sufficient or practica to rely

on VTS augmentation alone. Much greater coverage and saety ca be achieved through the
addition of position reportng and improvement of on-board navigation and bridge management.
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Inrumentation in Intensive Aquaculture: Computerid Monitorig and Control in
Round Pond Shrip Culture
Paul K. Bienfang

The Ocic Institute
Background

Aquaculture is widely recgnize as an industr which has very large growth potential for the

United States. This growth is being driven by a consistently increasing demand for sefoo
products in the face of leveling and/or declining fisheries catches from the wild. U.S. demands
for seoo in excess of domestic supply have cause burgeoning importtion of sefoo

products. Ths has resulted in ever increasing annual trde deficits in the area of fisheries and
aquaculturay produce products.
Most of the aquaculturay produce sefoo imported to the U.S. comes from lesser develope

countres (LDC). Support by low operating costs for land, labor and fee, aquaculture
production has ben growing rapidly in such countres, providing them with export revenues and
providing the additional supplies of seoo demanded by the U.S. market. Most of these LDC
settings operate extensive production systems becuse the infrastrcture canot support the
stabilty required by more intensive production systems.

Within the last decde, increasing attntion has been directe at developing aquaculture systems

within the U.S. which are ecnomicaly compatible with the business climate prevailing in our
domestic settng. One of the foremost barers to market entr is the development of production

systems which ca overcome the higher production costs and provide products at costs
competitive with the foreign imports. This has involved focusing attention on the development
of intensive production systems which produce more pounds of product per area per unit time.
Indee, intensification is generaly recognize as being the principle opportunity for economic
feasibilty of aquaculture withn the U. S. business climate.

The growth of aquaculture in the Unite States has direct growth implications for several key
attendant industres in addition to the commercial producers themselves. . The fees and
instrument industres are only two which show promise for coat-taling on the increases in
domestic aquaculture industr. Both of these areas represent mature industries having limited
growth potential within the existing markets, yet both represent areas where the U.S. tehnology

is some of the best in the world. Both industres also figure heavily in the nee for
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intensification of domestic aquaculture, becuse both the quaity of fees and the requirements

for system monitoring and management are requisite nees for the intensification procss.
These conditions (Le., the growth of domestic aquaculture, the nee for intensive productions
systems and the automate monitoring nees for controlled management of such systems)

together with the effluent monitoring requirements for environmenta protetion, argue for the

opportunities for a substatially increase market for marne instrmentation. As aquaculture
grows, so wil the nee for instrmentation to automate many of the otherwise labor-intensive

aspets of production.

A critica component of intensive production systems is the development of automate monitoring
systems to provide the enhance water quality maintenance required to mitigate the risks

potentially assoiate with intensification. Computerized monitoring/management systems tae
advantage of the U.S. technologica infrastructure to provide the required management of
multiple intensive aquaculture production systems with a minimum of manpower. Such
capabilty encourages domestic economic growth opportunities for both the aquaculture and
electronics industres.
Project Objectives

The objectives of The Ocic Institute component are to inform both current and potential
instrment uses in the aquaculture and fisheries areas of the available tehnology in marne
instrmentation. Secondly, we want to improve the communication interface between these end-

users and the instrment manufacturers. Thirdly, we wil survey the instrmentation uses and
nees of those involved in stock enhancement activities.
Project Tasks
The project tasks to be performed during the seond yea include:
1. convening an international workshop at WAS '89 to document world state-of-the-

ar in instrmentation uses and publish procings;
2. establishing a state-of-the-ar aquaculture monitoring demonstrtion system;

3. documenting aquaculture activities and instrmentation nees; apd --

4. assessing the market for instrmentation technology in stock enhancement related

areas.
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In reference to task 2 above, as pa of the NOAA funded progra entitled, Developing a
Natonal Marine Electronics Agend with the Massachusetts Centers of Excellence, the Ocic

Institute (Hawaii) conducte a verification tral to demonstrte the operation of computerize
water quaity monitoring in conjunction with a prototy intensive marne shrimp production
system. The objectives of this activity were to ilustrte the effectiveness of a commercially
avaiable system in the routine water quaity management of such systems and to provide

feeback to the instrment manufacturer (Royce Instrments, Inc.) on the effectiveness of the
system in an intensive aquacultura application. This presentation presents a brief description of
the system configuration, the water quaity results obtaed and a video which detals the
instalation and operation of this system.

Objectives

The objectives of task 2 were to (1) demonstrate the effectiveness of an off-the-shelf computerbase water qualty monitorig system in the routine management of an intensive shrmp pond

system; (2) provide feeback to the instrment manufacturer on the functionality and
effectiveness of the system in an aquaculture setting; and (3) produce a video showing the system
design and operation for the information of potential system users.
System Components

The system components consist of a computer system, operating software and water quality
sensors; the elements of each are speified below:
Computer System

ffM compatible 286 computer
40 meg hard disk

VGA monitor
Printer
RS-485 interface

Operatinli System Software
Royce System VI monitoring package
QNX-DOS multi-tasking operating system

Water Ouality Sensors
Royce #919 Dissolved Oxygen Sensor

Royce #7010 Tota Suspended Solids Sensor
Royce #3670 ph Sensor
Omega Thermocouple Probes
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System Output
The system output includes: (1) rea-time monitoring of water quality pareter values; (2)

alarm for low/high pameter conditions; (3) recrd keeping of daily, weekly, monthly

parameter values; and (4) graphic presentation of time-series data.

Results of System Opration
The system operation wil result in decrease man hours spent on manual monitoring of water

quality. Detaled dissolved oxygen time-series data has led to changes in operational patterns for
paddle wheel aeration and temperature data indicates well-mixed conditions under all paddle
wheel operational schedules.

The remainder of ths presentation included a video showing the design and operation of this
system in conjunction with our intensive marne shrimp production system locted at the Ocic
Institute.
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Electronic Inruentation and Coasl Resources Management in the 199
Artur G. Gaines, Jr.
Mare Policy Center
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
and
Marc Mason

ENDECO/YSI, Inc.
This paper deas with the growing nee for electronic instrments designed for use in monitoring
and managing coasta resources. Increase activity in monitoring U.S. coasta waters is evident
at many levels of government as well as in private organizations. For example, the EP A "bays

progra" beginng with Chesapee Bay is a monitoring/management concept that has spread
to regional water bodies around the countr, such as Puget Sound, Nargansett Bay, Buzzads

Bay, Massachusetts Bay and others. The very strong soial context of environmenta issues
around the world, including eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, suggest a more vigorous
monitorig and management effort wil be fortcoming, as governments respond to citizen base
priorities. In this arcle, we focus on smaller local programs which wil be neeed in large
numbers in the yeas to come.
Smal harbors and brackish ponds along the U.S. coast playa vita role in sustaning the

ecnomies of coasta towns and communities. In fact, the value place on comparatively minor

coasta features by residents of these areas goes well beyond the assoiate market value of the
coasta-dependent goos and services. For many communities, the meaing of pollution has been
brought home by close shellfish beds or swimming beaches, disclored water and unpleasat
smells or accumulations at the shoreline. With increase congestion of harbors by boats, the

threat of contamination from marne toilets and antifouling compounds are growing concerns.
~ Resource Management

A number of factors suggest that the town level of government wil play an increasing role in
coasta and harbor management in the future. Among these are: more state requirements and

financial incentives for harbor and other coasta management planning at ,the loc level;
inadequate state or federa programs (or funding) to address loc environmenta concerns; and
growing impatience by loc citizens and officials to wait for outside groups to tae action, at
a time of unprecented pressure for coasta development. Most of these comments apply
equally to thousads of small

lakes and ponds around the nation.
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Although the geographica sce of problems face by towns is small, their nee for tehnica

information is not. The areas in which we anticipate expaded activity involve management of
nutrent enrichment of natural waters, oxygen depletion, fec contamination, meta and pesticide

pollution, as well as assessment and management of flushing small water bodies to alleviate
pollution.
To explore the possible use of oceaographic sensors and equipment by loc resource managers,

the Marne Policy Center of the Woos Hole Ocographic Institution and ENDECO/YSI have

begun a cooperative program in Edgarwn Harbor, Massachusetts. Our cooperative program,
joining academia and business, in itself holds chalenges and opportunities, and cals for patience
and accmmodation of different nees, motives, time fraes, and operational and professional
constraints. The program is supported by ENDECO/YSI and by contrbutions from the
Edgarown Harbor Assoiation, a private group formed to promote sound management of coasta
assets on the island of Mara's Vineyard.

Our objectives are to determine what kinds of information are most relevant to harbor
management, and how -electronic instrments ca help provide it. We hope to answer such

questions as, what constitutes user-friendly monitoring electronics, given that personnel involved
are not likely to have extensive technica backgrounds; and how should acquired data be stored,
procsse and presente to be most useful for coasta managers and planners. What kinds of
assistace and services wil be neeed in the long term to support instrment operation, and data

analysis and interpretation in the management context?
The Edgarown Harbor Project

Edgarown Harbor (Figure 1) is in many ways typica of small harbors in New England and
around the U.S., except it exemplifies some of the problems face elsewhere with unusual
clarty. The Inner Harbor contans nealy 500 moorings for recreational boats during summer

months, of which about 100 moorings are rentas for trsients; on a busy summer weekend an

additional 100 transient boats ca anchor in adjacent pars of the Harbor. Although both
shoreside and mobile pumpout facilties are available for recvery of human wastes from boats,
their use to date appes limite. The southern terminus of the harbor (Katama Bay) consists of

extensive shallow shellfish beds, valued both commercially and recreationally for their
productivity of hard clams, sclops and in recnt yeas, whelks.
The vilage waterfront of Edgarown is shared among public municipal whars, private marna
docks, shops and restaurats, a yacht club, private residences and docks, and town finger piers.

An increasing number of new homes and condominiums surround the 17th century vilage center.
A municipal sewage system instaled during the late 1960s is currently"operating at full capacity;

and a storm sewer system debouches surface and street runoff at four loctions along the
waterfront.
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Figure 1. The Edgarown Harbor coasta complex, Mara's Vineyard, Massachusetts.
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In contrast with the heavily use waters of

the Inner Harbor, an adjacent lagoon (Cape Poge Bay)

is only lightly use by pleasure boats (becuse of limiting depth at the entrce) and has very
sparse shoreline residential development. This contrst in use for these water bodies provides
a useful basis for impact assessment, given that both embayments share a common source of
incoming tida water. A seond significat aspet of Cape Poge Bay is its very high yield of the
bay sclop--in 1988 this single water boy reportly produce nealy half of the commercial
landing of bay sclops for the state of Massachusetts. The singular importce surrounding
protetion this industr represents a speial element for our program.

Electronic Monitoring in Edgarown Harbor

Our approach has been to begin using "off-the-shelt' ENDECO/YSI instrments designed
primarly for use by scientists and environmenta engineers, and to modify or add to, these
instrments as appropriate to arve ultimately at an instrment package suitable for wide

application in coasta monitoring.

Two basic ENDECO/YSI instrment packages monitoring atmospheric and aquatic varables are
deployed around the harbor, with radio telemetr linking the instrments to a reciver base

station locted at the Woos Hole Ocographic Institution (WOI), 12 miles away. The
reciver base station controls sensor operation, monitors sensor status, and serves as a data

logger. It is linked by modem via telephone directly to ENDECO/YSI headquarrs in Maron,
Massachusetts, where performance of the system ca be observed and controlled. Ths has

turned out to be extremely valuable and cost effective for problem shootig and servicing by
ENDECO/YSI engineers.

The four remote monitoring sites at Edgarown--one meterologica station and three aquatic
ones--are polled via a two-way VHF radio link using a protocl which ENDECO/YSI markets
under the name" ADAPTVE P ACKET*" telemetry system. The instrment aray is controlled
by a reciver base station house within a stadard portble personal computer, whose overall

features are:
-menu driven systems programming
-imbeddd programming language
-interactive digitally synthesized voice communications via telephone or hand held
radio
-remote on-off control outputs
-conditional and boolean logical alarm statements
-discrete historical data archival
-user customized display screens

-networking of base stations
-built in text editor
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The primar sensors at each field site are intenace to a weather tight field station, markete by
ENDECO/YSI for use in remote site telemetr applications. The field station accmmodates
multiple sensor inputs and remote on-off control outputs. Its main features include:
-dual purpose operaton as a daa collection platform and radio repeater

-8 input channels, 2 output channels
-ultra low power consumption
-weatherproof NEMA-4X enclosure

Sensors deployed at Edgarown Harbor, initially, include severa product categories manufactured
by ENDECO/YSI, including:
-water level recorder, salinometer, thermistor
-pulsed dissolved oxygen sensor (and temperatre sensor)

-ENDECO/YSI, Inc. meteorological sensors

In addition, three ENDECO/YSI current meters are deployed in the Harbor, measuring current
spe and direction, water temperature, sainity, and instrment depth.

Most of these products are stad alone products, capable of internal recrding of measured
pareters. In our application, these instrments have their digita output interfaced to the field

station for rea-time telemetr in lieu of on-board recrding. In the ca of the current meters,
for which acoustic telemetr is under development and testing~ data are off-loaded to an MSDOS compatible PC for off-line procssing and analysis.
Our initial thst was instaation of the instrment aray and testing of its operational features
by staf of the Woos Hole Ocographic Institution. Deployment of the aquatic monitorig
field stations includes a fied station locte at the vilage watenront at the yacht club; a mobile
shore base field station to be site on docks or pilngs around the Harbor complex; and a mobile

floating field station for instrment deployment from a floating laboratory facilty that ca be

anchored in open water (for monitoring close topographic basins and in support of other
monitorig activities). The meterologica station, locte at the Cape Poge lighthouse, ca also
serve as a radio repter.

Initial Results and Management Implications
Although monitoring and coasta management are our primar focus, we have welcomed

involvement by the staff of the scientific deparments at the Ocographic Institution. The data
discusse here in the context of management ca many more basic scientifiç implications as
well.

Figure 2 ilustrtes one month of selecte data from the meterologica station and the yacht club
field station locted at the Edgarown watenront. These data give us a first integrated view of
an importt clue to how the Harbor

how this coasta complex responds to meteorologica events,
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"works." The tida data (Figure 2, panel H) provided us with information on usual tides for the

waterfront, as well as a storm surge that ocurred on July 17 (winds exceing 45 mph were
recrded at Cape Poge: panel C). The July 17 storm was accmpanied by ranfall of about 1.5
inches (panel E), one effect of

which is sen in the sainity data (panel F). There is considerable

quantitative information to be derived from this data set. Since the aquatic monitoring station
was locte nea the mouth of the harbor, it alternately sampled water from inside the harbor and

from outside the harbor, with the reversing tida flow. Beuse many water borne pollutats
move through coasta systems along with freshwater, the flushing out of ranwater contans
information on how certn pollutats could be flushed from the harbor as well. In the
management context flushing is an asset; it represents one measure of the Harbor's capacity to
clease itself. Development of methodologies and software to use monitoring recrds to address

flushing are importt aspets of marketing the electronic hardware itself.

A crucial focus of many environmenta impact studies for residential and commercial
nutrent discharge on dissolved oxygen in the

development at the coast is to assess the impact of

reciving waters. A common management. objective is to prevent relate oxygen depletion-hypxia or anoxia--which strongly alters the ecsystem and leads to loss of fish and shellfish and
production of undesirable odors. The pulse oxygen electrode deployed at Edgarown Harbor
allows convenient and direct monitoring of dissolved oxygen, eliminating the nee to infer it

from nutrent data.
A one month recrd of dissolved oxygen and solar raiation (which drives oxygen production
through plant photosynthesis) is shown in figure 3. Thi~ recrd represents the first substatial

field data set obtaed using this ENDECO/YSI instrmentation. These data indicate, among
other things, that the Harbor showed no inclination toward significat oxygen depletion at any
stage of tide, day or night, or after prolonged cloudiness.
We have also been able to make use of electronic data to address another major concem--fec
contamination of Harbor water from marne toilets. Although it is presently ilegal to discharge
mare toilets into nea coasta waters, enforcement of this law is difficult and many yachts do
not have the capacity to hold sewage on board. Given. the proximity of the shellfish beds in

Katama bay to the anchorage of the Inner Harbor, may Edgarown residents were concerned
that the magnitude of fec contamination from boats remained porly defined.
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Electronic instrmentation is not currently capable of monitoring fec coliform bacteria (a
bacterial index use by regulatory agencies to trace human contamination). However, we were

able to employ the traditional culture tehniques along with tidal and current data to attack tlie
problem. Figure 4 shows the complex relationship between tidal displacement and tidal currents
for the mouth of Edgarown Harbor, as defined by ENECO/YSI instrments, a relationship that
would not be obvious from casual observations. This record reflects complex shallow water
harmonics of the principal tidal constituents affecting the Harbor. Havhig defined this
relationship, we were then able to interpret coliform bacterial data gathered over the 4th of July
holiday, 1989, at the entrance to Edgarown inner harbor. The results, when procsse
statisticaly, show an overal trend in bacterial count that follows the rise and fal in numbers of
transient boats. A more staing result, however, was that many of the highest counts were

associated with floo tide, for the first time suggesting an importt source of fec
contamination outside the Harbor.
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Concluding Remarks

Obviously we are at an ealy stage of our project, but initial results have been quite encouraging.
It appes to us that simplifications are neeed for these instrments to be suitable for use by

coasta resource managers. An improved instrction and trning manual would be useful to

assist novice users in the maintenance and operation of equipment, and in the use of
accompanying software. An importt par of remaining work for us wil be to check caibration

and instrmenta drift resulting from fouling of sensors by organisms and other varables.
Durabilty and maintenance requirements, to be assesse in the future, are other considerations
in the accptabilty of electronic instrments. A final point is the cost of monitoring instrments
and sources for funding. The coasta planning and management work being conducted at

Edgarown is supported by a private group, the Edgarown Harbor Assoiation, Inc., which has
raise $120,00 per yea for a three yea program. Although in this instace the funds were not
use to purchase monitoring instrments, it does indicate local groups are wiling to make

substatial expenditures in the interest of coasta protetion. Reductions in instrment cost wil
obviously be a major factor in the growth of this market. Telemetr ca be an importt cost
saving feature, and modem or r/f linkages to service centers ca save on troubleshooting costs.
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New Allances and Partnerships in American Science and Engineerig

Dr. Don i. Philips
Government-University-Industr Resech Roundtable
National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
Background
All setors of soiety -- the federa government, state governments, industr, universities, and

the general public -- have a growing interest in the capacity of science and engineering to
contrbute to the international competitive posture of the Unite States. The setors have two

principa expetations of the enterprise:
1. Advancement of knowledge, and education and trning of the next generation of
scientists and engineers; and
2. Achievement of speific national and loc goals and the development of new

products and procsses.

The vitaty of the enterprise is determined by the extent to which it ca meet these demands and
opportunities.
University-industr alliances are suggeste as one meas through which the scientific and

engineering enterprise ca enhance its abilty to fulfill the send expetation. This paper
examines these alliances from three perspetives: 1) operational charcteristics and procures;
2) priciples guiding the contractu terms and conditions between the pares; and 3) the impact
of these alliances on universities, industr, and competitiveness.
Observations Ql University-Industr Allances

Three centr themes have emerged from Roundtable inquiries into University-industry
27
cooperative programs.

27Government-University-Industr Resech Roundtable, Academy Industr Program,
National Academy of Sciences, New Allances and partrships in American Science and

Engineering. National Academy Press 1986).
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All is not new. Commentators sometimes write as if relationships between universities and
industry were totaly new. In fact, recgnizable anteents go far back in time. For example,

academic chemistry has, from the beginning, been closely tied to industral chemistr. Much
of modern biology is also deeply rooted in the sech for solutions to practica agricultura,

medica, and industral problems. Similarly, computer science is closely tied to applications.
And, of course, the set of applied scientific fields which cal themselves "engineering disciplines"

are also by their origin and their nature oriente to applications. Propositions about a natura
chasm between academic science and industral science have often been drawn too sharly and
too globally. Indee, academic science and industral science in the Unite States grew up

together.
It is certnly tre, however, that we are currently seing an explosion in the number of alliances

between universities and industry, and we are observing qualitative changes in their form. What
lies behind this recnt surge of new arangements among universities and industr? Universities
are seking new sources of support for resech, including equipment and facilties, ways to

strengthen their education programs, new outlets for faculty interested in commercial and
entrepreneurial activities, and increase effectiveness in contrbuting to loc, regional, and
national technologica, ecnomic, and social goals. Industr looks to the new alliances as a

source of taent (both students and faculty), as a window on new areas of science and
engineering, and as a source of speific ideas for improvements in products and procsses.
Federa and state governments look to enhance linkages between industr and universities as one
meas to maintan or regain technologica primacy in a varety of industres and thereby to

nurtre state, regional, and national ecnomic growth.
varety and diversity.

Variaton and diversity. The alliances are characterize by a great dea of

University cultures var as do their attitudes towards the kinds of relationships with industr that
are, or are not, appropriate. Those institutions with long stading liberal ars traditions tend to
avoid relationships other than those that support basic resech. The technica universities have
shown a greater wilingness to engage in applied resech with industr funding, a greater respet

for the proprieta interest of the funding source, and a greater interest in continuing close

interactions with industr. Companies also differ in their views toward resech, toward in-house
and externaly sponsored resech, and toward collaboration with other companies and with

universities.
Given ths cultural varation, it is not surprising that the new parerships var considerably in

the kinds of activities and arangements that are involved. Some are largely concerned with
basic resech. In other arangements, the purpse of the work is to solve a well-defined
practica problem. Training of undergraduate and graduate students may, or may not, be par
of the program. Consulting by the involved university personnel is in some caStS restrcte, but

in others, consultation is an importt aspet of the argement. Similarly, in some cases
constrnts are impose to limit faculty entrepreneurship, while in others the argement is
designed to channel or faciltate entrepreneurship.
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One might say that is due, in par, to this varety and diversity that the collaborative programs

generally appe to be working so well. Parcipating institutions indicate that they have not
found. it necssa to compromise significatly the cultures and values they deem essential to
their missions. They sem to have managed matters by selecting parers and aranging
programs best suite to their parcular goals and responsibilties. The key to achieving these

matches is to "tak ealy and tak often."

Beneficial experiments. The positive attitude that currently prevails in both industr and
academia, to parcipate in coperative programs without distortng the institutions' cultures and

values, is a change from the pessimism expresse ten yeas ago when the number of these
arangements was beginning to escate. At the present time, the dominant view concerning
these alliances appes to reflect the fact that the nation is currently engaged in a broad-base and

diverse series of experiments that should be continued. They have potential to be goo for
business, helpful and appropriate to universities, and in the public interest. However, there are
two major concerns with these alliances: a that the experiments wil be judged too quickly; and
2) that there may be unreaistic and inappropriate expetations regarding the impact of these new
arangements.

Selected Charcteristics of University-Industr Allances
Financial support. Overa, corprate support for university resech, currently about 5 percent
of tota support for academic resech, wil perhaps never exce 7 to 8 percent. Industr

funding for university resech comes largely from corprate resech budgets, which are nealy
always quite small relative to development budgets and are likely to remain so. Stil, corprate

funding is significat at some schools, reaching levels of over 20 percent, and is more prominent

in some fields than in others, notably semiconductors and biotechnology. For example, the
Semiconductor Resech Corpration estimate that the consortum is funding nealy 50 percent

of U.S. academic resech on silcon-base integrate circuits. A survey by the Council for
Chemica Resech showed that industr accounte for 11 percent of the tota extramural funding
of basic academic resech in chemistr in 1985 and that industr accounted for 44 percent of
the tota extrmura funding for chemica engineering. A survey by David Blumenthal (then of

Harard University's Kennedy School of Government) of over 100 companies involved in
biotehnology reveaed that these companies provided about $120 milion annually to support
academic resech in that field. That amount is about 30 percent of aggregate industral funding

of academic resech and about 20 percent of all extrmura funding of biotechnology resech
in academe during 1984.

There is concern about the sustanabilty and the breadth of this industrial funding. The new
alliances are concentrate in a few industres -- for example, biotechnology, microelectronics,

and speial materials. Wil sufficient short-term results materialize to maintan industr's
involvement with universities over the long-term, even as the fields of interest may change? We
currently se signs of changes in industral support for Resech and Development (R&D), both

in-house and externally; Industral support for academic R&D must be considered as a
complement to, not a substitute for, federa support. The genera view is that federal funding
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of academic resech is critica, both for the long term vitaity of resech and graduate education
and for attracting industral support.

Industrial infuence on acadmic research. A major concern rase by university-industr
coperation is that corprate values wil divert academic resech from its proper role, the sech
for knowledge. It does not appe that this is ocurrng. University and industral parcipants

are in the main agreeing on the resech that warts support. One view is that a major cultural
change in universities came after World War II, when agencies like DoD and NI began to
support "realy fairly directe basic resech." In this light, industral support is only "a small
perturbation. "

Faculty loyalties and incentives. There has been a change in faculty loyalties over the past forty
yeas. Prior to WW II, little funding was available outside the university, and faculty concerns

were directe toward their own institutions. With the significat increase in federa support,
there came incentives for promoting individual disciplines and growth in professional and
scientific soieties. Faculty loyalties were directed toward their disciplines, their colleagues in

the relevant soieties, and their program officers in the federa funding agencies. Now, the

potential for significat increase in academic saares through alliances with business and the
financial community may diminish faculty loyalties to their universities and their disciplines.
To some this is a major concern; others se this as the exception rather than the rule. They se
faculty loyalties to science and engineerig running high in spite of the possibilty for individual
financial gai.
Freedom of communication. The alliances do not appe to be imposing unacceptable constraints

on publication and communication, expet perhaps in highly competitive fields like
biotehnology. Here, however, views differ as to whether these constraints are brought on by
commercial or scientific competition. In one sense, industral-academic connections have served
to increase communications among scientists and engineers between setors and between
disciplines.

Educatonalfunctions. The education of graduate students and post-doctoral fellows, including
foreign students, is a central feature of all the collaborative programs examined by the

roundtable. Students are going on after graduation in significat numbers to work for the
paricipating companies. The programs have stimulate the development of new courses and

have brought about an increase in interdisciplinar, interdeparmenta, and interuniversity
collaboration.
Cooperation amng companies. Obtaning coperation among competing companies in
academic-industral alliances has not been a serious problem. Fea of antitrst regulations has

dissipate, and coperation among competitors that involves academe is viewed favorably within

current antitrst policies. Paricipation in the alliances by foreign companies vares. The
Massachusetts General Hospita-Hoehst program is an example where parcipation by foreign
company is working. On the other hand, a senior official of a collaborative program in the
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electronics field states that he finds it "very beneficial for (his) program to work with U.S. base
companies. "

Industry-university symmetry. The capacity of a company to assimilate advances in resech is

related to the internal tehnica capabilties of the compay. A breadown in symmetr between
the tehnica capabilties of coperating compaies and universities wil inhibit the abilty of the

company to trasfer innovative ideas into tehnology. Internal industr R&D is an importt
component of tehnologica innovation, and industr must maitan its investments in in-house
resech if it is to benefit from parcipation in collaborative progras with universities.

Parcipation in such programs by industr canot be viewed as a substitute for internal industr
R&D.

Personal contact. All the collaborative progras view personal contact between industral and
university scientists as an essential mechansm for moving resech results from universities into
industr. Experience indicates that there are difficulties in achieving this, espeially when the
cooperating institutions are geographicaly distat, but there is evidence of progress and a
willngness to parcipate.
Contract negotiations. Industr and university officials report an increase in time and effort
devoted to negotiating agreements for coperative resech progras. In an attempt to decrease

this effort, the Resech Roundtable and the Industral Resech Institute have just jointly
published Simplifed and Standrdized Modl Agreements for University-Industry Cooperatve
28
Research.

Simplified and Stadardize Agreements

The Roundtable has devoted considerable effort to simplifying and stadardizing the
administrtive procures for the sponsorship of university-base resech by the federal

government. To address the increasing bureaucracy and red tape in industr-sponsored resech
in universities, the Roundtable formed an ad hoc industral committee charged with creating a
model university-industr resech agreement. The thought was to have industr, as the financial
supportr of the resech, tae the lead for simplification of the procss. The intent was that
such a model wil decrease the time required for negotiations and provide companies and

universities new to resech alliances with a sense of what is reasonable to consider in
establishing a contract. The agreement that resulte and that was published jointly by the
Resech Roundtable and Industral Resech Institute must be viewed as a non-binding model
that is a stang point for the discussion between university and industr pares seking to ca
out cooperative resech activities. The model wil be considered succssful if modifications

required to suit parcular coperative programs ca be achieved easily and. quickly. As a

28Government - U niversity- Industr Resech Roundtable, Industral Resech Institute,

National Academy of Sciences, Simplifed and Standrdized Model Agreements for University-

Industry Cooperatve Research.(National Academy Press 1988).
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stang point, the model allows the players to lea about each other through dialogue, reaching

agreement without having to "reinvent the wheeL." The industral committe recognize that
negotiation, like courtship, is necsa for tle resulting collaborative programs to operate

effectively.

.

University resechers have the right to publish their resech findings. Sponsors
have the right to insure that inadvertnt disclosure of confidential information does

not occur and have the right to assess whether the resech findings include any
potentially patentable information or materials;

.
.

The university has the right to own title to all patents;

The speifics of the publication and patenting clauses wil most likely nee to be
negotiate on a case by case basis. The goa of the model was to offer reaS(nable

stang points;

.

The sponsor has first rights to license (whether exclusive or non-exclusive) since
the sponsor has paid for the resech. In deciding on an exclusive or non-

exclusive license, the terms must be "mutualy agree upon" by the company and
the university. Thus, the university has some control over whether the license

wil be exclusive or non-exclusive. The committe felt that the speific terms of
a license did not have to be worked out in detal at the outset of an agreement but

that they could be deat with on a case-by-case basis after the resech had
progresse to a point at which it was possible to determine whether or not

licensing would be appropriate;

.

If university and industr parcipants are unable to come to agreement on speific
clauses, then no collaboration should ensue.

We have recived many thoughtful comments on the model agreement and are considering the
publication of a revised version sometime in 1989. Some of those comments are as follows:

.

Some universities feel that industry should have no say concerning publication,
parcularly informal publication and seminar presentations;

.

Some companies prefer to own the patent themselves and not allow the university
to own the patent;
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.

Many universities feel that the sponsor should not have an option for nonexclusive, royalty-free license beuse it prevents any other company from

acquiring an exclusive license. In addition, any other company offered a nonexclusive, royalty beng license wil consider the advantage of a royalty-free

license to the sponsor as to great an ecnomic advantage and time lag to be

overcome and wil reject the offer;

.

More attntion nees to be given to deaing with ownership of intellectual
propert resulting from joint inventions; and

.

State governments wil have trouble with the liabilty clause. States wil not be
able to set up an agreement where they wil ever be liable even as a result of state
negligence.

Impacts of the New Allances
All the parcipats in the new alliances, federa and state governments, universities and industr,

are askig the question, "What are the results?" A strghtforward and expete question, but
there are no simple answers. First, consider the following three genera observations: (1) It

has been state ealier that cooperation has taen a number of forms. Any answer to the
question -- "What are the results?" -- must tae into account this varation and diversity. Each
ty of collaborative program must be considered separately; (2) We should not tr to answer

this question too quickly, at least in a conclusive manner. We nee to continue to watch the

experiments, make adjustments base on preliminar observations, and continue to improve and
strengthen collaboration between universities and industr; (3) Each collaborative program
should set reasonable goals and objectives; the progra accmplishments should be measured
against appropriate expetations. Unreasonable expetations, which wil
lead to failing marks

for the collaborative progras, wil do significat har to the parcipating industral and

academic institutions and to the overal science and tehnology enterprise.

At this ealy stage in the operation of the programs, one ca only monitor program operations
29 The programs wil have nea-term or proximate
objectives that focus on the program strcture and operating procures such as strengthening
and tae readings of work in progress.

graduate education in university resech, creating "centers of resech excellence" in selecte
areas of science and technology, changing university and industr culture to promote a tre spirit

29Government-University-Industr Resech Roundtable, National Governors Assoiation,

National Academy of Sciences, State Governnt Strategies for SelfAssessment of Science and
Technology Program for Economic Development. (procings of a workshop held Apr. 10,
1987 in Washington, D.C.) (National Academy Press 1988).
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of exchange among the university and industr scientists caing out the collaborative resech,

achieving a certn ratio of industral support to government support and achieving a certn
fraction of small and large companies pacipating in the program. These tys of proximate
objectives should be state clealy at the outset of the progra and they should provide the foc
point for the assessment of program progress and accmplishments in its ealy yeas of operation.
The procsses through which R&D parerships ca contrbute to tehnologica innovation and
ecnomic development are vared and complex and require patience and a long-term perspetive.

Demonstrating such contrbutions wil be difficult. 30 In this regard, it is importt to point out
another dimension of varation in'this complex system of university-industr coperation--the
procss of innovation and the sources of tehnica change var by industr setor and even by
the individual firm within a given setor. Understading the contrbutions of the new alliances
to innovation requires an examination that looks at different industres separately. For example,

many new organizational forms are emerging to promote industr-industr and industruniversity coperation in the micro-electronics and biotehnology industres. In the chemica
industry, however, there is a long history of industr-university coperation that continues
rationales for the

through more traditional mechanisms. Consideration must be given to the

different approaches use and to what the industr expets from each such approach.
Expetations fi Ecnomic Development

What should we expet of these alliances with respet to tehnologica innovation and ecnomic
development? Perspetives of Raph Gomory, senior vice president for science and tehnology
at ffM, and Harold Shapiro, president of Princeton University, may be considered in answering

this question.31

According to Harold Shapiro: ... if we want to get economic growth out of new science and
technology, we have to pay attention to wha I call "everything else, and the everything else
really could not be summarized better than by saying "how groups work together" -- how we
relate to each other, how we treat each other, and how we trut each other.

. . . wha ma not be in our best interest is the belief tha superiority in science alone -- at the
expense of "everything else" -- will ensure this country's economic strength.

The lessons of history tell us otherwise. For example, it was not Britan's science and
technologica superiority that made it first in the Industral Revolution. It was politica stabilty,
it was the soiety's concept of private property, it was decntralization of authority in British

30Id.

31Gomory and Shapiro, A Dialogue on Competitiveness, Issues in Science and Technology,

Summer 1988 (National Academy Press 1988); Gomory and Schmitt, Science and Product,
SCIENCE, May 27, 1988.
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institutions; It was not that the British had better science than did Belgium and Frace. It is
very, very seldom that a monopoly on science alone has produce a tremendous spurt in

sustaned ecnomic and soial dividends. Why is it that we do not read that lesson?

people who knw wha the
need going out and looking for it -- and finding it -- in a vast universe, rather than asking
outsiders who don't knw the company's situion to throw pieces at it. "Pull" is much more
likely to succeed, moreover, because the burden of finding uses for research belongs not with

According to Ralph Gomory: ... "pull" (b a company) consists of

universities but with the companies themselves.

A strong science base...cannot ma up for inaquaies in the functioning of the
development and manufacturing cycle (within companies).

With these thoughts in mind, it may be useful to think of the university-industr alliances
and competitiveness in the following manner. The university-industr alliances should be viewed
as a new and creative way to contrbute to excellence in both academe and industry and not as
the major national effort to solve our competitiveness problems. The nature of resech, of
technology development, and of education is changing in many areas of science and engineering -parcularly those areas -- electronics, biotechnology and materials, for example, which many
of

the alliances are forming. These changes may reflect the fact that boundaes between the

underlying disciplines and between basic resech and applied resech are blurrng, advances

in fundamenta knowledge are becoming relevant to tehnology development in the nea term,
R&D is dependent on, and in some cases limited by, sophisticate and expensive instrmentation;
taented scientists and engineers are in short supply, and product life cycles are becming shortr.

Within ths environment, maintaning resech capacity at the frontiers of knowledge and
maintaning technologica capacity at the frontiers of product and procss innovation require
greater collaboration and interaction between academic and industral scientists and engineers than
has been the norm.

The emerging new alliances, therefore, are essential to maintaing the nation's scientific,
tehnologica and educational base. To the extent that this base contrbutes to our international
competitiveness, the alliances are an importt par of the strtegy. But, we know that the
strategy for ecnomic competitiveness must include many other factors of equal and perhaps even

greater importce.
Strategic Role for Universities

Finally, a word about universities. The alliances are makng their lives more complicate and
more exciting. As pars of these new alliances, universities are assuming vi~ible and explicit
strategic roles in state, federa and industral economic and tehnologica development programs.
This has resulted in increase expetations put upon universities and in greater politica currency

given to university affais, which in turn has produce both strs and benefits within the
university community. Strns result from the differing views over the issue of universityindustr ties and by the increasing politica interest in universities for possible resech facilties
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and progras. Benefits, on the other hand, come in the form of new state and industral
investments in university programs and the excitement from working with new peple on new
scientific and tehnica problems. Reaching the right balance in these forces on the universities
wil require cae, nurturing and thoughtfulness by the universities themselves and by the patrons

and policy makers that influence universities.
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Appendix 1

A~enda - Marie Inruentation Panel Meeting, September 12-14, 1989,

Woods Hole Oceanographic Initution, Woo Hole, MA.
MANE INSTRUMENTATION PANE MEETING
Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corporation

DEVPING A U.S. NATIONAL MA ELcrONICS AGENA
September 12-14, 1989

Wood Hole Oceanographic Instituon
Clark 507
Tuesday, September 12

08:30 Assembly & Logistics
09:30 Introduction, Overview, Format and Objectives

Arthur G. Gaines, Program Manager, MPC/WOI
09:40 A National Marne Electronics Agenda
Gary Glenn, MCEC

10:00 Marne Electronics Business Overview
Richard Shap, President MTS

Foreign Governent Intiatives
in Marie Electronic Inruentation
10:40 Japan

Jams Broadus, Director, MPC/WOI
11 :20 The Europe Common Market

Porter Hoagland, Research Associate, MPC/WOI
12:00 Luncheon Carage House

Technology Transfer

in Marie Electronic Inruentation
13: 30 National' Laboratories

Megan Jones, Director, MCEC
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14: 10 Technology Transfer and Intellectual Property Management in the Field of Ocography.

Hauk Kite-Powell, Research Assistant, MPC/WOI
15:00 Break

15: 15 Takng Technology to the Market Place - Some Alternatives
Kenneth Prad, Senior Research Specialist, AOP&E/WOI
16:00 "Strtegic Allances" as an Approach to R&D by Electronic Instrment Companies.

Malte von Matthiessen, President, YSI, Inc.
17:00 Reception Clark 507

18:00 Diner (no host)
19:30 Disussion Group Meetings

Wednesday, September 13
Alternative Applications and A venues for Inruent Spin-off

08:30 Competitiveness, Security and Dua-Use Technologies
Gerald Epstein, JFK School of Governnt, Harvard University

09: 15 COMSAT: Basic Services, and Instrmentation Opportunities in Mobile Satellte
Communication.
John Fuechsel, Assistant Director, Maritime Servces, COMSAT
10:00 Global Positionig System (GPS)

Thma Curr, Chirmn, Electrical Engineering Departnt, Southeastern
Massachusetts University
10:40 Break

U.S. Trade Policy and Export Controls
11:00 Recnt Developments in U.S. International Trade Policy

Willam Cooper, Specialist in Internional Trad and Finance, Congressional
Research Service
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11:40 Export Controls and the U.S. Office of Foreign Availabilty
Donald Brychczynski*, Industrial Analyst, Bureau 0/ Export Administraton, U. S.

Dept. Commrce
12:30 Luncheon Clark 507

I - Electronic Chart Digital Inormtion System: Technology and Policy Ises
in Integrated Navigation
13:30 Prepared Statements:

Mortimer Rogoff Chirmn, SY 109 Radio Technical Commission/or Maritime

Servces
Willam Pease, Director, Digital Technology, Raytheon Company
14: 15 Discussion

II - Inruentation in Environmental Monitorig and Control

13: 30 Instrmentation in Intensive Aquaculture: Computerize Monitoring and Control in Round
Pond Shrimp Culture.

Paul Bieriang, Th Oceanic 1nstitue, and
Jams Dartez, President, Royce Instrunts, Inc.

14:00 Instrmentation in Coasta Water Quality Monitoring: A Demonstrtion Project for the
New Market in Coasta Resources Management.
Marc Mason, Vice President, ENDECO, and

Arthur Gaines, MPC/W01
14:30 Discussion

Developing a National Marie Electronics Agenda
15:00 Relate U.S. Efforts on Industral Competitiveness

Jams Broadus, Director, MPC/WOI
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15:30 Where do we stad now?

Gary Glenn, MCEC, Discussion Leadr

16:15 Adjourn

(If desirable, the evening ca be use for follow up discussions)
Thursday, September 14

0900 Program Staff Meetings
* Invited
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Appendix 2
Lis of Participants - Marie Inruentation Panel Meeting, September 12-14, 1989,

Woods Hole Oceanogrphic Initution, Woods Hole, MA.

Mr. Bob Black

Alden Products Co.
Massachusetts Martime Academy

Dr. Paul Bienfang

Ocic Institute

Mr. John Alden

Mr. Paul Boutin

Mr. Lawson Brigham
Dr. James M. Broadus

Mr. Neil Brown

Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution

Mr. David Butler

EG&G Marne Instrments
University of Rhode Island

Mr. Mark Chramiac
Mr. Willam Cooper

Raytheon, Inc.
Congressional Resech Service

Dr. Thomas Curr
Mr. James Darez

Southeastern Massachusetts University
Royce Instrments Corpration

Mr. Gerald Epstein

Harard University

Mr. Terrence L.Burch

Mr. John Fueschel

COMSA T Martime Services

Dr. Artur G. Gaies

Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corpration

Mr. Gar Glenn

Dr. James Griffin
Mr. Donald Grossman

Mr. James Hannon
Mr. James Hanlon

Mr. Paul Dudley Har
Mr. Portr Hoagland il
Dr. Harey Hoskins

Prof. John Huguenin
Mr. Kenneth Johnson

Ms. Megan Jones
Mr. Hauke Kite-Powell
Mr. Marc Mason
Ms. Terr McKee
Mr. Frak MacPherson
Mr. Willam Pease

Mr. Don Philips
Mr. Bernard Polanin

Mr. Chris Polloni

University of Rhode Islad
Coasta Lesing, Inc.
Sippica, Inc.
ENDECO/YSI, Inc.

Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Massachusetts Martime Academy
University of Rhode Island
Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corpration
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
ENDECO/YSI, Inc.
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Pacer Systems, Inc.
Raytheon Executive Offices

Government, University, Industr Resech
Roundtable, NAS
NOAA/ONCO
USGS

Mr. Mortmer Rogoff

Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
Radio Technica Commission for Martime Services

Mr. Richard Shamp (MS)

Engineering Services Assoiates, Inc.

Mr. Kenneth E. Prada
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Dr. A.J. Wiliams

Woos Hole Ocographic Institution
ENDECO/YSI, Inc.
Woos Hole Ocographic Institution

Mr. P. W. Wilson

ABS (ret.)

Dr. Allyn C. Vine
Mr. Malte von Matthiessen
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